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Big New Subscriber Special
Big Subscription Renewal Special
Doing some last minute Christmas shopping?
well, do it the easy way at the Fulton County News
office, with no gift wrapping, no mailing, no bother.
We've got two big specials for you. Here they
are:
One: If you are NOT a subscriber to the News,
and live in the trade area of Fulton (20 miles
around) you can get a full, news-packed, picture
packed, year's subscription for just $2.00 for one
year. If you are a subscriber, and want to send the
News for one year in the trade area, as a gift, you
can also take advantage of this $2.00 a year special.
AS A BONUS FOR each NEW subscription we will
give you ABSOLUTELY F-R-E-E, two copies of the
Banana Festival edition of the News. Remember
this special reduced rate is for NEW SUBSCRIP-
TIONS ONLY.
Two: If you are now subscribing to the News
we urge you to take advantage of a RENEWAL
special. The cost of the renewal is the same ($3.00)
but with your renewal we will give you a copy of
Sam Holly's Scrapbook (Value $1.00) and two copies
of the Banana Festival edition (value 50c).
The bonus gifts for renewals also apply to sub-
scriptions going outside of the trade area, but as
you know the cost is $4.00 a year.
LET THE NEWS DO YOUR LAST MINUTE
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING FOR YOU.
THIS OtTlati IS GOOD FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY.
Avery Hancock County Winner
Of Soil Conservation Contest
Charles E. Wright, Chairman of
the Fulton County Soil Conserva-
tion District Board of Supervisors,
announces the winners of the
1963 Soil Conservation Essay Con-
test, "FOREST CONSERVATION
—How It Can Benefit My Com-
munity". There were 621 essays
written in the county.
The County winner was Avery
Lee Hancock son of Mr. and Mrs.
Avery Hancock. Avery Lee is a
seventh grade student at Carr
Elementary School in Fulton.
The second place winner in the
county was Stanley Watts son of
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Watts. Stan-
ley is an eighth grade student at
Cayce Elementary School.
These two essays will be enter-
ed in the State Contest.
County winners are as follows:
7th Grade
1st—Avery Hancock., Fulton
Carr Elementary.
2nd — Amy Bondurant.—Hick-
man Elementary.
8th Grade
lst—Stanley Watts, Cayce Ele-
mentary.
2nd—Judy Wilmath, Western
Elementary.
9th Grabe
lst—William T. Craddock, Ful-
ton County High.
2nd— Randall Roper, Fulton
High School.
10th Grade
lst—Sara Jane Poe, Fulton High
(Continued on page four)
From Last Thursday's Special Edition - - -
Carbon Monoxide Reported
Causes Death Of Local Pair
Death from carbon monoxide poisoning an dexposure
is listed as the cause of the deaths of former South Ful-
ton policeman Parker McClure and Mrs. Geneva Ter-
rell, whose bodies were found on Cook's Lane, about
seven o'clock last Thursday.
Fulton County Sheriff Joe
Campbell, authorized to investi-
gate the deaths in the absence of
C,ornor Don Chaney reported that
McClure's body was found slump-
ed on the floor beneath the steer-
ing wheel of a Buick automobile
parked on a side road off Highway
94. Mrs. Terrell's body was found
on the ground beneath the car
Roland Carter
Awarded Funds
For Higher Study
Roland Carter, senior, chemis-
try and biology major, Fulton, has
been awarded an assistantship of
$3,000 plus tuition at the Univer-
sity of Tennessee.
He also has been awarded a
$200 scholarship for use in gradu-
ate school from the Alpha Tau
Omega Foundation Fund.
This scholarship is based on
scholastic ability and fraternity
participation.
For three summers Carter has
served as a trainee in the depart-
ment of pharmacology at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee in Memphis.
He is president of Beta Beta
Beta, a member of the Student
Affiliates of American Chemical
Society, corresponding secretary
of Alpha Tau Omega, and past
president of the German Club. He
was chosen for "Who's Who in
America Colleges and Universi-
ties" this year.
door opposite the driver's seat.
Mr. Campbell said that the colora-
tion of Mrs. Terrell's body indi-
cated that she became asphyxiated
with carbon monoxide poisoning,
attempted to get out of the car,
became unconscious, and appar-
ently died from exposure.
The sheriff also reported that
the window near the driver's seat
was down, further indicating that
the former policeman also at-
tempted to revive himself.
Mrs. Norman Bennett, who lives
west of Cook's Lane where the
bodies were found gaVe this ac-
count of the tragedy:
She said that she and her hus-
band Norman noticed a car park-
ed on a side road off Cook's lane
about 6:30 P. M. Wednesday. They
did not pay too much attention to
the vehicle she said, except that
the right flicker light was blink-
ing. The Bennetts were on their
way to the One and All Club.
On their return from the club
about 8:45 p. m. Mrs. Bennett said
that the car was still them, the
right flicker light was still blink-
ing, but that the front door on
the side opposite the driver's seat
was open. Mrs. Bennett said that
she and her husband attached no
particular significance to the car
still parked there. "There are
cars parked along that lane all the
time," she said.
Thursday morning, Mrs. r ‘nnett
said, when her husband was on
his way to work at the Gulf Dis-
tributing Company he noticed that
the car was still parked there,
(Continued on page Neat)
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Number 52
Johnny and Jack Bell take a good look at their 61-year old copy of the
St. Louis Post Dispatch before they turn it over to the News Editor.
Robert Murray
Gets Promotion
To A& P Sales
Promotion of Robert J. Murray,
former field superintendent of
A & P Food Stores' Detroit Unit,
to assistant sales director of the
company's Central Western Di-
vision was announced today by
Division President Byron Jay.
In his new assignment, Murray
will assist Sales -Director E. A.
LePage in directing sales activii-
ties of the division's six-state area
extending from Memphis, Tenn.
to Sault Ste. Marie., Mich.
A native of Saginaw, Murray
joined the nation's foremost food
chain in 1934 as a store clerk
while still in school. He received
his first managerial appointment
in 1937 and managed A & P
stores in Saginaw, Bay City, Mid-
land and Flint prior to coming to
Detroit in 1944. In Detroit, he was
assiciated with the sales depart-
ment for six years and was a store
supervisor three years prior to
becoming assistant sales manager
for the Detroit Unit in 1956. He
was advanced to sales manager in
June 1959 and elevated to field
superintendent in April 1962. He
held this post in the Detroit Unit
until his recent promotion.
School Window
8th Grade Work
The Big South Window in the
Junior High building facing Smith
Street has been decorated for
Christmas by the Eighth Grade
Class of South Fulton Elementary
School. Lead for the project was
furnished by Mrs. Martin's sec-
tion.
Sketching of the picture was by
Deborah Ellis and the Eighth
Grade chipped in to fill in the
colors, hold ladders, etc. A light is
trained on the back of the scene
and at night it is beautiful. The
suhject is "We 3 Kings".
U. S. LINER BATTLES
FREAK 60-FOOT WAVE
Southampton, England, — The
American liner United States
docked here 21 hours late after
battling bad weather and a 60-
foot-high freak weave in mid-
Atlantic.
The wave carried off a heavy
metal door from a promenade
deck of the 52,070-ton liner. Wa-
ter poured down a lower deck and
five tourist cabins were flooded.
Edward Henry
Named Assistant
To Waterfield
Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield
has announced that Edward J.
Henry, Versailles, will be assist-
tant to the Lieutenant Governor.
Henry, formerly assistant com-
missioner of the 'Kentucky De-
partment of Personnel, recently
returned from a two-yeaE assign-
ment with the University of Ken-
tucky contract team in Indonesia.
He served there from 1961-63 as
administrative professor of public
administration.
He has served recently as an
area program specialist with the
State Department of Health.
The 39-year-old native of Ver-
sailles was aqaistant director of
retirement in the Department of
Economic Security before accept-
ing the overseas assignment.
A graduate of Transylvania
College in Lexington, Henry earn-
ed the M. A. degree at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky. •
He is married to the former
Sue Lyle Trimble of Lexington.
They have a 10-year-old son,
INDIANS URBANIZING
Washington—The United States
has about 500,000 Indians. Nearly
a third of them live in cities.
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'Ray the happiness oi Christmas
make euery day a happy day
STAFF AND MANAGEMENT
THE FULTON NEWS
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Judy Neely Hurt In Game,
But Team-mates Carry On
The crowd fell silent last Fri-
day night in the South Fulton
gymnasium as a semi-conscious
Judy Neely, stellar SF forward,
lay injured on the floor.
For a full 30 minutes she was
there before a doctor and am-
bulance could be found to take
her to the hospital.
Saturday morning, South Ful-
ton girls Coach Catherine Roberts
told The Union City Messenger
X-rays showed no broken bones
and it now appears she will be al-
right.
The coach had first thought
Judy's back was broken after slie
said she had no feeling in her
legs.
Following the second quarter
accident, a badly shaken South
Fulton girls team fell to Atwood
49-35. The Devils also fell 63-54.
Judy, one of the mist out-stand-
ing cage players in the cotInty,
was injured in the first part of
the second period. Coming in for
a layup, she tripped and fell
striking her head on the floor.
She struggled to her knees, and
then as her coach came onto the
floor, she collapsed in Coach Rob-
ert's arms.
Coach Roberts, thinking the
girl's back was injured halted
play and refused to move the girl
until the doctor and ambulance
arrived.
She was released from the
hospital Friday night, but doctors
did not permit her to go to sleep
until 4 in the morning.
"I have nothing but praise for
the rest of the girls, they came
back on the floor and played
their hearts out," Coach Roberts
said.
Then picking out Bonnie Weaks,
who suffered a knee injury last
year and hasn't played since,
Coach Roberts said "she showed
tremendous improvement. She is
a calm player and handles herself
well." Through the use of a spec-
ial knee brace Wealts is trying to
make a comeback.
In the boys game, both teams
seemed to be on a par—except
for one thing. The Atwood center
could not be stopped and scorched
the basket for 36 points.
Leading South Fulton was
Clayburrt Peeples with 15.
GIRLS
Atwood (49) S. Fulton (35).
Substitutes: Atwood — Heath,
South Fulton—Weaks 3, Daugh-
(Continued on page four)
From Last Thursday's Special Edition - - -
Mrs. J. D. Golden Burned
To Death In Home On Vine
A fire of as yet undetermined origin lvelled the
two-story frame house of J. D. Golden early last
Thursday burning to death Mrs. Golden and inflicting
second and third degree bums over twenty per cent of
the body of Mrs. David Golden, who was in the house
with her mother-in-law when the fire broke out. A chain
of events indicates that the fire may have started from
a leaking gas meter, which was being repaired by City
of Fulton gas workers when an explosion was heard
about 7:30 a. m.
An eye-witness to the holiday
tragedy, Charles Ray, who lives
next door to the Goldens gave this
account to the News:
Jack Maddox and Roy Hood,
employees of the City of Fulton's
gas department were in the Gold-
en garage helping Mr. Golden get
his stalled Standard Oil delivery
truck started. The city employees
were at the Golden home digging
into the main line of the gas sys-
tem to cut off the gas supply to
determine the cause of the leak
in the Golden's meter.
An explosion, believed to have
erupted in the Golden's kitchen
was heard and flames started
coming out of the house, igniting
the structure almost immediately.
Hearing the explosion Mr. Ray
ran to the Golden home with the
others and saw Joyce (Mrs. David)
Golden trying to leave the burn-
ing structure. She succeeded in
getting out and was taken to the
Ray home next door. Her clothing
was burned, her hands, arms, legs
and face were burned badly. Mr.
Ray hailed the first passing auto-
mobile and took her to Hillview
Hospital where or. Andrew Nel-
son said that she was in serious,
but not critical condition. She is
being taken to Memphis for treat-
ment by a plastic surgeon.
Meanwhile, Mr. Ray said, he
had gone back to the back door
of the burning house to try to res-
cue the elder Mrs. Golden. He
said that he extended his hands
to her, when he saw her in flames,
(Continued on page your)
Here's A Christmas Story For Those Whose Season Is Not Jolly
This issue of the News comes to
you on Christmas Eve morning.
The deepest and sincerest wishes
in the combined hearts of all four
Westphelings go out to you for a
very happy Christmas. "ris the
season to be jolly, the song says. I
cannot help but know, that in
spite of the fact that the new-
born Christ would want happi-
ness to prevail everywhere, the
blessings of life are not always
distributed evenly among God's
children
Where there is poverty, sick-
ness, grief and loneliness the gay-
ety of the holiday season will be
-an added burden. For them we
print the words of Paul the
Apostle to the Galatians:
"'Let us not be weary in well
doing,' he wrote, 'for in due sea-
son we shall reap, if we faint
not.'
In this connection I ant going to
reprint here an article that ap-
pears in this month's Reader's Di-
gest. Though it may not be quite
legal to print the article, I am go-
ing to do so, if the message con-
tained in the story lifts just one
heart to a little more happiness,
a little more courage during this
sacred season. Here's the story:
By Fulton Oursler
Some years ago there lived in
an English city a man whom I
shall call Fred Armstrong, He
worked in the local post office,
where he was called the "dead-
letter man" because he handled
missives whose addresses were
faulty or hard to read. He lived
in an old house with his little
wife, an even smaller daughter
and a tiny son After supper he
liked to light his pipe and tell his
children of his latest exploits in
delivering lost letters. Hie con-
sidered himself quite a detective.
There was no cloud on his mod-
eat horizon.
No cloud until one sunny morn-
ing when his little boy suddenly
teal ill. Within 48 hours the child
was dead.
In his sorrow, Fred Armstrong's
soul seemed to die. The mother
and their little daughter, Marian,
struggled to control their grief, de-
termined to make the best of it.
Not so the father. His life was now
a dead letter with no direction.
In the morning Fred Armstrong
rose from his bed and went to
work like a sleepwalker; he never
spoke unless spoken to, ate his
lunch alone, sat like a statue at
the supper table and went to bed
early. Yet his wife knew that he
lay most of the night with eyes
open, staring at the ceiling. As
the months passed, his apathy
seemed to deepen.
His wife told him that such des-
pair was unfair to their lost son
and unfair to the living. But
nothing that she said seemed to
reach him.
It was coming close upon Christ-
mas. One bleak afternoon at work
Fred Armstrong sat on his high
stool and shoved a new pile of
letters under the swinging electric
lamp. On the top of the stack was
an envelope that was clearly un-
deliverable. In crude block letters
were penciled the words: "SANTA
CLAUS, NORTH POLE." Arm-
strong started to throw it away
when some impulse made him
pause. He opened the letter and
read:
Dear Santa Claus:
We are very sad at our house
this year, and I don't want you to
bring me anything. My little bro-
ther went to heaven last spring.
All I want you to do when you
come to our house is to take Bro-
ther's toys to him. I'll leave them
in the corner by the kitchen stove;
his hobby-horse and train and
everything. I know he'll be lost up
in heaven without them, most of
all the horse; he always liked rid-
ing it 90 much, so you must take
them to him, please, and you
needn't mind leaving me anything,
but if you could give Daddy some-
thing that would make him like
he used to be, make him smoke
his pipe again and tell me stories,
I do wish you would. I heard him
say to Munurtie once that only
(Continued on page eight)
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The production of Christmas
trees has become big business
Ca:Z1141;•••--"updissa:
BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c STORE
Maybe k's a bit old-fash-
ioned —this idea of
wishing folks a Merry
Christmas but we've been
doing it every year for a
lowg time and we like it!
We hope we can continue
for many MOM years, this
wonderful practice of
wishing our friends aLl the
good things they so richly
deserve.
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
"SERVING 1650 FAMILIES IN FULTON
AND SURROUNDING AREA"
within the last few years. In
some areas Corporations have
been formed especially for the
production of high quality trees,
which cater to the variety market
in and near large cities. We here
in Western Keritucity could do the
same thing since wehave a longer
growing season than northern
growers. There is a little more to
the Christmas tree business than
setting them out, then going back
in a few years and harvest a first
clAss tree for the American home.
The selection of variety is of
prime importance and the Scotch
pine is the favored one for the
quality market. White pine is also
used, however, it requires a little
more work to keep it in shape.
Other pine and spruce trees make
fine trees but are much thinner
and command a lower price. Red
Cedar is still in demand but since
it grows wild, does not sell well.
I would like to discuss Scotch
pine today, from planting to har-
vest. First in planting, a spacing
of about 5 feet by 5 feet will give
you 1742 trees per acre. It iS neces-
sary to have high population at
first because you will only have
about 50 to 60 percent that will
ever make a No. 1 tree. When the
trees are two and three years old
they will need a light pruning to
control early spread. This is very
important since buyers do not
want trees that are as wide as
they are tall. This has been one of
the greatest faults of the Scotch
variety, and it is really the re-
sponsibility of the grower, not the
tree. Every year after the fourth
growing season the trees will have
to have attention. Some trees,
about 10 percent will require very
little work. 50 percent will have
to have average pruning and 40
percent will give you a lot of
trouble. There will be 20 percent
of this 40 percent that will never
make anything but greenery.
It is extremely difficult to tell
someone just how to work a
Christmas tree. I like to cut back
to the old wood early in order to
keep the shape narrow and make
it fill in. Pruning is usually car-
ried out in the spring, however,
it can be done whenever you have
time . . .just make sure it is
done!
Remember, there is always a
market for a high quality tree.
They will now develop by them-
selves into a marketable tree, it
takes a lot of hard work. It is
worth it, however, to see the sat-
isfied customers come back every
season for their very special tree.
Some growers let their buyers
come into the fields and pick their
tree in thuer 1.1. It is market and
reserved they are ready for
decorating in the home.
Joy
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INSURANCE CO.
JACKSON'S FUNERAL HOME
DUKEDOM
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jackson
Walter Voelpel
All licensed funeral directors
Jimmie Jackson
Hubert Jackson
Walter Voelpel
All licensed embalmers
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Water Valley Implement Co.
Water Valley, Ky. and
Johnson Machine Co.
Union City, Tenn.
Blicssings óiiCERierams
Fry Auto Parts
Broadway Si; South Fulton
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Mac & Faye Flower Shop
Collinwood, South Fulton
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Mountain Folks Erect Monument To
Combs, In Appreciation For Progress
A 22-foot monument memorial-
izing former Governor Bert
Combs for his road-building pro-
gress will be erected on the Moun-
tain Parkway.
Hazard Mayor Willie Dawa-
hare, originator of the plan and
prime mover of a money raising
drive expects the $0,000 structure
to be put up in the fall of 1964.
'Architectural plans and a
model of the Kentucky stone slab
bearing profile likeness of
Combs have been completed by
Louisville sculptor Don Lanham.
Dawahare hopes approval will
be grpted to place the monument
in a parklike enclosure in the
"Y" of the parkway near Camp-
ton, at the starting point of the
Salyersville extension.
Highway Commissioner Henry
Ward is understood to favor a lo-
cation near or within a proposed
motel-restaurant development an
AS THE SCENES OF CHRI
THRONG AROUND YOU, WE'D !:
ADD THIS SCENE ALONG WIT .
VERY SINCERE THANKS FOR YOUR
: FRIENDSHIP AND A "MERRY CHRIST-
MAS" GIVEN WITH A WORLD OF•
% WARMTH. MAY EVERY CHRISTMAS1
GIVE YOU INCREASED HAPPINESS.
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Kenneth, Agnes, and
Joyce Turner
Gene Gardner
Tommy Kimbro
Mrs. Don Swearingen
J. 0. Lewis
J. W. Richardson
David Bayer
R. Paul Westpheling
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Quality Cleaners,
— Commercial Ave. —
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the parkway west of Campton.
Dawahare emphasized that the
project is "strictly non-political."
"For one thing, I am a Republican
and Governor Combs is a Demo-
crat," he said, "And we have wait-
ed purposely until Combs is out
of office to make the announce-
ment.
"Our only desire is to show
appreciation to Governor Combs
for the wonderful efforts he made
for the mountain region, especial-
ly through his road-building pro-
gram."
Once he conceived the idea,
Dawahare won the support of
business and political leaders in a
wide area of Eastern Kentucky.
Mrs. Era Boone Ferguson,
operator of Hazard Business Col-
lege, agreed to serve as secretary
and treasurer of the movement.
She has handled the solicitation
correspondence and is keeping
books on the collections.
Nearly half of the $20,000 has
been collected or pledged from
friends of Combs, most of them in
denominations of $100 and $200.
Dawahare said gifts will be wel-
comed from friends of Combs in
any part of Kentucky.
They may be addressed to
Dawahare or Mrs. Ferguson.
The monument will be made
under a contract with Riehm-
tilltilieR
We wish that Christmas
brings to you and yours
a bountiful blessing of
enduring joy.
RICE
INSURANCE AGENCY
MATTIE AND LEON
MAIN STREET
1111111110M11101111M11.111,01111-701111111111011111017611111110111MIWOMISIONS110110713MINII
FRY'S SHOE STORE
Gerlack Memorials, Inc., Louis-
ville. Firm president Charles E.
Riehrn said the monument will be
of native Kentucky stone which is
harder than limestone.
It comes from the old Shaker-
town quarry near Harrodsburg.
The carved panel and two be-
neath it will be tan granite from
Georgia. The panel bearing
Combs's likeness will measure 6
by 8 te,et with Combs' head 5 feet
high. On the other side will be
a carving of a Kentucky frontiers-
man. A flagpole will top the
monument.
IVORGIORIMMO107.1ausairmainuti-
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South Fulton
East, Names
Honor Students
Mrs. H. B. Vanderford, principal
of South Fulton East School, has
announced the following honor
roll students for the second six
weeks:
First grade: Byron Clark Cum-
mings, Byron K. Gurley, Deborah
L. Jackson, LaQuita Pirtle, Can-
dida Walker;
Second grade: Myra D. Atkins,
Stephen Atkins, Kenneth Glenn
Brooks, Paula R. Cavitt, Teresa
Davis, Priscilla Johnson, Marcus
Q. Rose, Willie T. Stunson;
Third grade: All A's—Cathy
Clifton, Phillip Wiley, Deborah
Blythe, Inette Reynolds; All A's
and B's—Bobby Gorman, Marcus
Johnson, Patricia Senet;
Fourth grade: Darrell Atkins,
Dorothy Avent, Janice Byrd,
Gilds Ingram, Fara Gooden, Dar-
line Sneed;
Fifth grade: Rodney Cummings,
Diane Horton;
Sixth grade: Robert Lee Byrd;
Seventh grade: Patricia Hamil-
ton, Dolly Osier.
10 PCT. FOR DEFENSE
WASHINGTON — About 10 per
cent of all goods and services pro-
duced in the United States go for
defense requirements.
LOCAL MERCHANTS HAVE IT!
to the Worlj *;*  A '..„....' .....!. )4 ....
• *•;••••••.---.
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Let us rejoice in the eternal wonder of Christmas.
rTise Bilks Is churches everywhere dam ositt the
,sectild around at this Christmas seasca.
And the right from within the hearts of uses shies
est more strongly than ever at this Hoky time,
May your Christmas and all the days to follow be
Laud silk this light of peace and happiness.
BRUNDIGE SAUSAGE CO.
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EXTENSION COURSES
Offered Winter Quarter At
The University Of Tennessee Martin Branch
ACCOUNTING 211 A beginning
course.
ACCOUNTING 212 Second quarter of
principles. Prerequisite 211, or equi-
valent.
ACCOUNTING 322 Cost accounting,
process and standard. Prerequisite 321,
or permission of instructor.
ACCOUNTING 441 Tax. Prerequisites
—Accounting 211, 212, 213, or permis-
sion of instructor.
ENGLISH 111 English composition.
First college course in English.
GENERAL BUSINESS 111 An intro-
ductory course in the principles of
business.
GENERAL BUSINESS 431 Punched
card—data processing techniques. Key
punch, sorter, tabulators, etc. Prere-
quisite: Knowledge of the typewriter
keyboard.
GEOGRAPHY 271 Economic geo-
graphy. Climatic and locational condi-
tions affecting commerce and industry.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 311
Principles of industrial engineering.
Should be taken before enrolling in
motion and time study analysis.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 123
Use of the slide rule, computation of
selected engineering problems, and a
study of the nature of the engineering
profession.
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 302
Principles of industrial management,
c9ntinued. Emphasis on interdepend-
ence and interrelationships of manage-
ment activities.
MATHEMATICS 103 Arithmetic: Per-
centage, literal numbers, graphs, de-
.cimals and the metric system.
MATHEMATICS 111 A beginning
course dealing with elementary cal-
culus, geometry and algebra.
MATHEMATICS 112 A continuation
of 111.
MUSIC APPRECIATION 131 An in-
troduction to the history, literature,
and aesthetic principles of music.
OFFICE ADMINISTRATON 321 Of-
fice machines. Bookkeeping machines,
calculators, transcription units, etc.
PHYSICS 121 A first course in physics
requiring no previous background in
the subject. Elementary mechanics of
particles, including force and motion,
work and energy, heat and kinetic
theory of gases.
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 102 No previ-
ous background in the subject. This
subject deals principally with topics
in the field of chemistry.
STATISTICS 221 Prerequisite to a
course in industrial quality control.
No previous knowledge of statistics
required.
REGISTRATION: January 2, 1964, at 7:00 p. m. in the Administration Build-
ing, Room 112.
COST & CREDIT: Tuition cost is $8 per credit hour plus text. All courses carry
three hours of college credit with the exception of I.E. 123 (2 hrs.): Physics 121
4 hrs.): Physical Science 102 (4 hrs.).
TIME OF CLASSES: All classes will meet one evening weekly from 7:00 to
10:00 p. m., except Physics 121, Physical Science 102 and General Business 431
which will meet twice weekly. Note: L M. 302 meeting evenings have been pre-
arranged (Wednesdays).
WHO MAY ENROLL: Adults may our oll for either college credit or no college
credit. The cost is the same.
FOR ADDITIONAL ENFORMATION: Write or call Dr. William H. Baker, Di-
rector, The Martin Extension Center, The University of Tennessee Martin
Branch. Telephone 587-1715 or 587-1725.
CITY FIREMAN surveys all that remained of the kitchen where Mrs.
J. D. Golden's body was found and removed from the charred ashes.
••••`
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O-K PARISIAN
wishes you the very best
of
SEASONS GREETINGS
and a
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
O-K PARISIAN
Laundry Cleaners, Inc.
Fulton, Ky. Phone 130
Get the highest rate on your savings at
Security Federal Savings and Loan As-
sociation at 124 East Center Street in
Sikeston, Missouri. Accounts are insured
up to $10,000 by the Federal Savings &
Loan Insurance Corporation—an agency
of the Federal Government. Your sav-
ings immediately available.
CURRENT DIVIDEND
On Insured Savings
SAVINGS added by the 10th
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE 1st.
"LET'S GET
Acquainted
Write today
for additional
information
and financial
statement, or
you may send
your check or
money order
to open your
account. And
this coupon.
Mr. James M. Beaird, Manager
Security Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
124 East Center Street, Sikeston, Mo.
Send your annual report and informa-
tion to
Name 
Address 
City State _
124 SAST CENTER STREET • SIKISTON,MISSOURI
ROAN 700 MRS M7VARNAli SIC OK
DEATHS
Vinns A. Bowden
Funeral services for Vinus A.
Bowden were held on December
21 in the Oak Grove Church of
Christ with Elder Paul Poyner of-
ficiating, assisted by Bro. Wade
Perkins. Jackson Brothers Fun-
eral Home was in charge of ar-
rangements.
Mr. Bowden, who was 77 and a
retired farmer, was a resident of
Dukedom. He Wed December 19
in the Fulton Hospital, atfer an
illness of two weeks.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Bessie Bowden; two sons, Lorenzo
Bowden of Detroit and Whitesell
Bowden of near Pilot Oak; also
three grandchildren, two great
grandchildren and a brother,
Bonnie Bowden of Dukedom.
W. 0. Bizzle
William Oscar Bizzle died at
the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Neil Clinard of South Fulton, at
5 p. m., December 19, following a
long illness. He was 84 years of
age snd was a retired dairy em-
ploy'ee.
Funeral services were held De-
cember 21 at Whitnel Funeral
Home, with Rev. Kenneth Duncan,
pastor of the First Baptist Church
officiating, and interment was in
Johnson Grove Cemetery.
Surviving, in addition to Mrs.
Clinard, are four sons, Louis, Otis
Ellis and Odell Bizzle, all of Ful-
ton; a sister, Mrs. Myrtle Brock-
well of Martin; a brother, Law-
rence Bizzle of Rives; eight grand-
children, six great grandchildren,
several nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Jeanette Will
Mrs. Jeanette Witt, died in St.
Louis on Thursday, December 19.
Funeral services were held De-
cember 21 at Whitnel Funeral
Chapel, with Rev. Kenneth Dun-
can, pastor of the First Baptist
Church officiating. Interment was
in Palestine Cemetery.
Mrs. Witt, 89, was the widow of
John W. Witt.
Surviving are two sons, Alfred
and Louis, both of St. Louis; a
daughter, Mrs. Mozellie McCor-
mack of St. Louis and a niece,
Mrs. Taylor McKinney, of South
Fulton.
Gilbert F. Brown, Sr.
Funeral services for Gilbert F.
Brown, Sr., were held in Whitnel's
Funeral Chapel on December 23,
with Rev. W. T. Barnes, pastor
of the First Methodist Church, of-
ficiating, assisted by Rev. Ken-
neth Duncan, pastor of the First
Baptist Church. Interment was in
Obion County Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Brawn died suddenly of a
heart attack on December 19 in
Fast St. Louis, Illinois.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Emogene Reneer Brown; a son,
Frank Brown, Jr. of Fulton; three
daughters, Mrs. Maxine Matheny,
Mrs. Frances Cursey and Mrs.
Carl Bell of Fulton; a brother
Cecil Brawn of Clinton and six
grandchildren.
RIFLES MAKE MUSIC
FOR ADMIRAL'S EARS
Lee-On-Solent, England,—Three
Royal Marine trumpeters played
a fanfare on rifles.
The occasion was a farewell ban-
quet for Vice Admiral Sir John
Hamilton, who is to be the Royal
Navy's Mediterranean command-
er.
The Marines removed the bolts
from the rifles and fitted mouth-
pieces to the muzzles.
"If you can shoot it," said one
Marine, "we can play it."
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ft appy Holidays to all
the friends we've had
the pleasure of
serving this past year.
THE SMOKE HOUSE
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the Fulton Hospitals on Monday,
December 23:
JONES HOSPITAL
Martin Henry Warren, Eaton
Cruse, Mrs. Maggie Rawls, Ful-
ton; Mrs. Warren Bard, Route 1,
Fulton; Mrs. Ada R,oss, Dukedom;
Mrs. J. C. Riggs, Emily J. Guin,
Wingo.
ifiLLVIEW HOSPITAL
E. C. Hawkins, Robert Nabors,
Mrs. Eddie Bell, Mrs. Virginia Ed-
wards, Mrs. Byrda G-rvey, Bill
Stokes, Homer Croft, Mrs. Everett
Docker, Jr., Fulton; Mrs. Dorothy
Rose, Paulette Roach, Mrs.
ford Arnold, Jr., Mrs. Larry Seay,
Raymond Faulkner, South Fulton;
Lee Perry, Dukedom; Mrs. Edna
Bradley, Wingo; Mrs. Horace
Angel, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Jim-
mie Seaford, Paducah.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Ladd Stokes, Joe Clark, Mrs.
Mace McDade, Joseph Bell, Mrs.
Grace Joyner, Mrs. Ernest Nor-
man, Fulton; Mrs. Jim Fulcher,
Curtis James, South Fulton; Mrs.
Terry Bennett and son, Mrs. Man-
uel Davidson, Route 1, Dukedom;
Mrs. Laura Todd, Route 4, Dres-
den; Mrs. Lela Jones, Clinton;
Mrs. Frank Lee, Route 1, Clinton;
J. B. Myatt, Route 4, Clinton; Mrs.
Henry Murphy, Anthony Wagon.
John Finch, Route 1, Wingo;
Charlie Haskell, Earl Roach, Wa-
ter Valley; Mrs. James Edison,
Route 2, Water Valley; Mont
Ward, Hickman; N. D. Hill, Casey;
Mrs. John Wilkerson, Route 1,
Fulton; Horace Reams, Delbert
Clark, Route 3, Fulton.
HELLO WORLD!
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
Seaford of Paducah on December
22, a son, weighing seven pounds
and two ounces.
NEWSWEEK CRIES 'FAKE'
New York—Newsweek Maga-
zine said that false copies of its
international edition, containing
"photographs of racial violence,
fake captions, and violently anti-
American cartoons," were being
circulated in Africa and possibly
Western Europe.
Shop Local Stores FIRST
Open At 6:45 PM
WED. Thru SAT.
Continuous Showing
CHRISTMAS DAY
From —1: P. M.—
/1441 puelt
A INN WOO ROCAS
LEE . JAMES
REMICK • GARNER
Starts Sunday
The
Wildest
Showdown
The
West
Ever
Saw I
JOHN MAUREEN
WAYNE O'HARA
VLINTOCK!"
043
TECHNICOLOR' PANAVISION•
111•1•.ted Mr. IMMO ANTISTS
JUDGII TO BM SWORN IN
Cincinr ati,— George rdwards,
newly appointed judge of the
U. S. Court of Appeals, Sixth Cir-
cuit, was sworn in Friday. The
circuit's jurisdiction includes
Kentucky.
I Company at the Ponte SantaTrinita: "Please do not post park-
Florence, Italy,—Sign inside the 1 ing tickets here. They only anger
windshield of a sports car parked I my husband." And under the
in front of the American Express I windshield wiper: two tickets.1111111101WAHMEIE111111611111611111110110ffilltilielteitillORIMMIteltilltildliallgeKeltektiMUMOMEIPIII
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ur sincere gratitude
•
for your patronage.
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CITY CAB CO. PHONE 23
PUCKE'TTS STANDARD STATION
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CARBON MONOXIDE—
(Continued from page one)
with thie door still open. Investi-
gating, he found the bodies of
McClure and Mrs. Terrell. Mc-
Clure's arms were hanging out
over the door board on the side
of the car where Mrs. Terrell's
body was found. Win Whitnel re-
ported that the couple had been
dead for "many hours," perhaps
ten.
Sheriff Campbell brought both
bodies into Hillview Hospital
where Dr. Andrew Nelson report-
ed both Were dead an arrival.
Services for Mrs. Terrell were
held Saturday at 2 p. m. at the
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel, with
interment in Fairview cemetery..
Mrs. Terrell is survived by her
mother, Mrs. Nettie Miller of Ful-
ton and a sister, Mrs. Beuton Law-
son of Hampton, Virginia.
The McClure rites were held at
2 p. m. Saturday at Whitnel Fun-
eral Home chapel. Interment was
in Obion County Memorial Gard-
ens.
He was born September 29,
1904 in Obion County, 'Ann., the
son of the late Jess McClure and
Sally Foster McClure. He lived
at 703 Eddings and was a car-
penter and painter. He was a
former employe of Browder Mill-
ing Company and served as South
Fulton Police Chief for a number
of years.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Beuton McClure; a son, Whayne
McClure of Fulton and a daugh-
ter, Mrs. Donna Poe of Clinton;
three sisters, Mrs. Eula May War-
ren of Oakton, Mrs. Jessie Pals-
grove of Liberty, Ky., Mrs. Dula
Ferguson of Detroit; three bro-
thers, Linnie McClure of Clinton,
Moses McClure of Clinton and
Guy McClure of Paducah, five
grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews.
He was a member of tl South
Fulton Baptist Church.
MRS. GOLDEN—
(Continued From Page One)
about three feet from the door.
The flames were so intense that
Ray could not go into the house,
he said.
The elder Mrs. Golden, in her
middle fifties it was reported, ap-
parently went into the house to
call for help. Mrs. Ray, a tele-
phone operator said that she an-
swered a call on the switchboard
only to hear moans and screams
coming over the line. Realizing
that the call was coming from
Vine Street, Mrs. Ray reported the
distress call to her service assist-
ant, who immediately called for
help. The fire department had al-
ready been called and was there
within minutes after the alarm.
W. D. Powers, maintenance
superintendent for the City of
Fulton said that an investigation
is being made. However, others
indicate that perhaps fumes from
the leaking gas meter had pene-
trated the house and that perhaps
a match or cigarette lighter !night a
had ignited the explosion. By-
standers at the scene of the trag-
edy reported htat Mrs. Golden had
borrowed an electric heater to use
until the gas was turned on again.
While the report could not be con-
firmed, it is believed that the
Goldens had been without heat
since Wednesday night.
Mrs. Golden, the former teern
Croft, was born in Texas Co.,
Oklahoma on December 6, 1909.
She was 53 and the daughter of
the late Joe C. and Lurena Finch
Croft.
Besides her husband, she leaves
a son, David A. Golden of Fulton;
daughter, Mrs. Lurena Joel
SUPER
RIGHT
SMOKED
12 to 16-LB.
41111111014111
TURKEY
10 TO 14 LBS.
Lb. 37c
6 TO 8 LBS.
Lb. 43C
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE
17 TO 20 LBS.
Lb.
ALL A&P TURKEYS
ARE GRADE A
SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED (WHOLE OR HALF)
HamWHOLE, C SOUTHERN STAR CANNED
HALF OR IL Hams (4 Lb. 289) 8 Lb- '485
Burr PORT. 11). VIRGINIA FARM BRAND Whole or Half (10 to 18 Lb.)
SHANK PORTION ,., ...Lb. 390 Country Hams —Lb'
0a a•Oe Par oiee.: 7 -41 4 a* - .90`:*ifet-Rer" a .a .4 . dleaa./
Rib Roast= ( 79$ Turkey Roast jr11343):nPect.eDiee•-j‘edBeef lb. 89c 7-la. Cut
Spare Ribs Small Size Super Right Lb 39° Ducklings Oven-Ready °•Lb. 45' ShrimpTexas (Peeled ) 1%4-1).3 Lb. $.197StarMed. Size Develned 2-09and Bag Bag a
". 39' OystersOven-ReadyBacon Sliced  11;it ) 2 PLkb... 79° Baking Hens U.S.D.A.All Good 460 IltSpectisid.
S BONELESS
( No Center )SEMI-
Slices Removed
4
89' Cornish Hens 8Ize (lb. 470... Ea. 59'
Fresh
Standard 
Gatlin of Paducah; three grand-
children; two brothers, James C.
Croft of Fulton and R. W. Croft
of Detroit; a sister, Mrs. Addle
Hannah of Detroit.
She was a member of the First
Baptist Church.
Funeral services for Mrs. Gold-
en were held December 21 in
Hornbeak's Funeral Home, with
Rev. Kenneth Duncan, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, officiat-
ing. Interment was in Oak Grove
Cemetery.
Active pallbearers were Charles
Ray, Charles Andrews, Carl Croft,
Fred Nabors, Lorenzo Palmer and
Joe Treas.
Special Coffee Sale
MILD AND MELLOW
Eight O'Clock
— (SAVE 16c)
Lb.
Bag
Ends Tuesday, Dec. 24
Jane Parker Baked Goods
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FRUIT
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bro of Hid_ an, I second,
James D. Black of Hickman, the
third; Rob Adams of Hickman,
the fourth; Robert Flack of Union-
town, the fifth; Parke Wheeler of
Hickman, the sixth; Cecil Roper
of Hickman, the. seventh; George
Jones of Henderson, the eighth;
James Black of Hickman, the
ninth; and Clarence Douglas of
Water Valley, the tenth.
Forty-eight pecan seedlings and
twenty-five black walnut seedlings
were entered into the show.
Twenty-seven members attended.
LOCAL MERCHANTS HAVE IT!
114101.1110107.
el\NE EXT
•
OUR GOOD WISHES
FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS
Duke's Auto Parts
—East State Line—
AY THE ANCIENT GLEAM
OF THE EASTERN STAR
THAT GUIDED THE
lb
JOYOUS WAY *
SHINE O'ER THE
BRIGHTEN YOUR
WISHING YOU
SHEPHERDS
YEARS AND
HEART ,THIS
CHRISTMAS
JEANNE ELLIOTT
Of
Mayfield and Paducah
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Obion Hospital Fires Three
For Taking Obscene Photos
Three former employes of the
Obion County General hospital
have been arrested and charged in
connection with taking and posing
for obscene photographs, Obion
County Judge Dan W. McKinnis
lisclos:. 1.
Judge McKinnis said the trio
was taken into custody last Thurs-
lay afternoon. All information,
including a set of 16 photographs,
has been turned over to county
.iuthorities, Judge McKinnis said.
Those implicated in the case
are Druie Black, Jr., 39; his wife,
Mrs. Linda Black, 33, both of
Rives, and Larry Andrews, 19, of
the Old Lake Road.
Sheriff Chester Locke said the
Andrews youth is charged with
lewdness and disorderly conduct
and was released from custody oi
1110141111101111110.111131111111411111111Mill
$500 bond.
Mr. Black and his wife were
still being held in Obion county
jail today. Each is charged in two
warrants, one charging contribut-
ing to the delinquency of a minor,
the other with distributing ob-
scene literature. Bond for each
has been set at $2,500.
Judge McKinnis said the photo-
graphs were of a "pornographic
and obscene nature" and involved
all three of the defendants in the
case
The three were discharged from
their duties at the hospital after
copies of the pictures were
brought to William Bennett, hos-
pital administrator, and Gerald
Freeman, assistant administrator,
by another employe of the hos-
LOCAL MERCHANTS HAVE IT!
.1. tzt.)
-/-er1:740r.
• • - • •
6
reett/
AND BEST
WISHES
FOR THE
ArigttnaS/
SEASON
.44441,iip..00;
CREDIT BUREAU OF
Union City, Fulton, Obion and Weakley Counties
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May you have
a gag and Happy
Christmas Holiday:
Compliments of the Employees of
Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
pital. Judge McKinnis said a pre-
liminary investigation shows the
pictures, or similar photographs,
"have been in circulation for at
least several weeks."
LUNCHEON DISH
Creamed hard - cooked eggs
make a fine lunch or supper dish
when they are served over cur-
ried hot biscuits. To make the bis-
cuits, just add a half teaspoon of
Curry powder t the dry ingredi-
ents when you are mixing a
standard biscuit recipe.
LOCAL MERCHANTS HAVE IT!
NIUM111.11114101101110101111$
Harold Rice
Re-Elected To
Head Growers
Harold Rice of Route 4, Hick-
man, was re-elected president of
the Kentucky Nut Growers Asso-
ciation last Saturday, December
14, at their annual meeting at the
Hickman REC building.
In a seedling pecan show, to
find improved varieties, Milton
Muskovally of Columbus, entered
the first place pecan, Tommy Yar-
ris Yuletide carolers herald
the Season of Joy and Happiness, may
we chime in with a note of gratitude for
the loyal patronage of our many friends.
Interstate Oil Co.
—Middle Road-
•
AT CHRISTMAS
and
ALWAYS!
The Christmas Season has, and always will be,
a time when men individually can express their own feelings
of goodwill and exchange friendly greetings.
FULTON PLAZA COURT
1116111H11112111111111SUIMILIIIRORaitana
%Ikea Christmas is CP4CF .stay the blessings of Vie
sows% Ihiger Ion ... yes. rover wIdi you lid
another Noikby Mk 'round mei mom
Tido i• the wish of all of us for ail of you.
Greetings
HUBERT ADAMS BODY SHOP
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The News Reports...
SCATTERED PATTER
About People and Things
Agnes Ferguson, Charles McMillin Nancy Bushart
IExchange Vows On December 13th On U K Committee
Frances Copelen is a young lady we have known
since she was a very little girl. She is the daughter of
Nettie Lee Copelen, who writes periodically from the
Rock Springs Community. Some day we are going to
hear something pleasing from this young lady in the
field of writing. She has been putting words into stories
since she could scarcely hold a pencil. We have given
her what little encouragement we could along the way.
Recently when we were visiting some friends in the
Fulton Hospital, Frances was a patient there. We had a
little chat with her and she told us something very inter-
esting. She told us that gathering a scrapbook on the as-
sassination of President John F. Kennedy, was the final
chapter to a project she has been working on for years.
1 Frances has been working on a
scrapbook of John F. Kennedy
ever since he became a national
figure. Rather startled that so
young a lady could have acquired
such a sense of history, We asked
that she bring her scrapbooks into
our office the first time she found
a chance. She did on Friday. We
don't know how everybody can
get to view this magnificent piece
of work, but it is for sure, that
something should be done to put
the works on display for all to see.
Frances has some photographs
in color of the late President and
his family that we have never
seen published anywhere. She
has done exhaustive letter-writ-
ing to everywhere, we imagine, to
get photographs that obviously
have not been for publication. A
lovely photograph of Mrs. Ken-
nedy with the two children, when
the children were much younger,
Is one of the most beautiful ones
we have ever sieerc Frances has
two autographed photographs
from Mrs. Kennedy. They show
the former First Lady as the
world has come to know her,
warm, gracious, charming and as
we know now, majestic.
We feel sure that these scrap-
books are priceless possessions.
Yet, Frances let us have them to
view since we share a mutual re-
spect and admiration for the for-
mer first family.
In this connection we think it
is rather encouraging to note that
other youngsters realize the value
of historical material. For the past
two weeks, Johnny and Jack Bell,
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bell
of South Fulton have been com-
ing into the office with a closely
guarded envelope that they want-
us to see. No manner of con-
7ersation from Annabelle Ed-
yards that We were busy when
hey came in daunted their spirits.
['hey just kept coming back be-
ause they felt that they had
omething we wanted to see, and
*rhaps to own. They Were right.
The boys had a copy at the St.
anis Dispatch dated May 21,
902. They said that their father
aund it somewhere and they
hought that we would be interest-
d in seeing it. They didn't know
ow much! It contains some his-
Yrical news reporting that looks
ke history repeating itself.
The lead story on the front page
41s that Cuba had become a free
'atom It was, the paper ,ad, the
neatest day in the history of the
land, marked by general rejoic-
ig at Havana and other cities. It
ided also, that "U. S. troops
ave Havana." While we shudder
. the incidents at crimle and vio-
nee in this day and time, the
tuation didn't seem to be much
Ater then. Two stories, side by
de, report that a farmer's son is
qd for murder and a 14-year old
ry put an end to his life.
There are all kinds of interesting
Dries and advertisements in the
iper. For instance, the Famous
apartment Store in St. Louis
- as selling cool, shirt waist suits,
r just $2.45. You can't even get
fresh breath of air for that
nount now. You could also get
I Wish A
MERRY, MERRY
CHRISTMAS
AND A HAPPY
NEW YEAR
TO
EVERYBODY!
A. J. WRIGHT
THE HARNESS MAN"
roadway St. So. Fulton
huge bath towels for seven cents
and ladies' vests for just nine
cents. And the men folks will re-
member this . . . blue serge suits
for $10.00. Oh, for the good old
days.
Thirty-four Murray State Col-
lege students have been named
to "Who's Who in America Col-
leges and Universities." From this
area those named to "Who's Who"
are: Thomas Adams of Hickman,
Wayne Anderson and Roland Car-
ter of Fulton.
At the University of Kentucky
the steering committee members
for Little Kentucky Derby 1964
were recently announced by the
dean's office.
The committee will plan the ac-
tivities for "America's Most Spec-
tacular College Weekend," sched-
uled for the weekend of April
17-18.
Serving as secretary for the
weekend is Ophelia Speight, a
junior from Fulton. This is her
second year on L. K. D. and she
has previously been active in
Alpha Lambda Delta, Cwens,
Links, Committee of 240, Leader-
ship Conference Steering Com-
mittee and Kappa Delta.
NEWS FLOW PROMISED
Washington,—President Lyndon
B. Johnson promised Wednesday
a free flow of information from
the White House.
I Itt
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles McMillin
- Mr. and Mrs. Charles (Dickie) McMillin will reside
in Fulton, Ky. after the first of the year. The couple was
-married in the Cumberland Presbyterian Church in
Union City on Friday, Dec. 13, at 7:30 in the evening.
The bride is the former Miss Agnes Ferguson, dau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Ferguson of Cayce, Ky.
Mr. McMillin's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Roy McMillin
of Martin.
The bridegroom is associated with Interstate Life
and Accident Insurance Company in Union City.
Homemakers Advisory
Council Meets Jan. 6
The Fulton County Homemak-
ers Advisory council will meet
January 6 at the R. E. A. assemble
room, at 10 a. m.
Plans will be made for the Ful-
ozectinqs
May contentment and
prosperity attend all
your effortsthrough
the days ahead and
may this Yuletide Sea-
son be one of complete
happiness for you and
your loved ones...
Reed Bros. Feed & Seed Co.
—Selden & Joe Reed—
&
Rejoice, He is born in Bethlehem, We
oriab you and your great peace and joy.
TINY TOGGERY
ton County delegation to the
Homemakers State Meeting in
Lexington and program planning
discussion for January and Feb-
ruary.
LOCAL MERCHANTS HAVE IT!
ssasatatiaustialiat
Nancy Lee Bushart, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bushart,
209 Fourth Street, Fulton, has
been named to the University of
Kentucky Committee of 240, an
information organization made up
of students from each of Ken-
tucky's 120 counties.
Students selected for the Com-
mittee represent the University in
their home communities. Their
main assignment is to visit the
high schools in their respective
counties, presenting information
on the University and answering
questions of students.
Cornrnitee members are chosen
on the basis of their academic
• and leadership abilities, and dem-
onstrated interest in serving the
University.
A graduate of Fulteia- High
School, Miss BusLart is a junior
education major at UK. She is
a member of Chi Omega sorority
and the Young Democrats club.
LETS DANCE!
A new year's eve dance with
proceeds going to charity will be
given by the Fulton Elks Club.
Music will be furnished by "The
Impalas" of Union City. Admis-
sion is $1.50 per person.
MERRY
CHRISTMAS
TO ALL OF YOU
from all of us
SEAL CHAIRMAN
Ann Landers, popular columnist
who aids thousands with their
personal problems each year, is
chairman of the 1963 Christmas
Seal Campaign.
Billy Gilbert 
 Barbara Gilbert
•
DAYS
 
 Gertie Matthews
Mildred McDaniel 
 Ruth Catham .... Pauline McCalltun
Shirley Collier ... Nettie Roberts ....... Brenda Morrow
Donna Campbell 
 Betty Roberson ... .. Ray Murray
David McCoy .. Dickie Holifield ..Freddie Wells ..Jerry Wells
WISH YOU
Christmas
Your friendship and patron-
age have helped make this
a truly happy time for us.
May your Christmas abound
with thc spirit of great joy.
KING MOTOR COMPANY
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing a "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
December 27: Priscilla Winston;
December 28: Kelton Hardy, Rob-
bie Rudolph, Joanna Woodruff,
Judy McIlwain; December 29:
Shelia Owens, Lana Carol Rice,
***
,
** 'CHRIsrmA,s.
Orvel Carter, Elfrieda Gambill
December 30: Monty Wolfe, Larry
E. Graves;
December 31: Edward Stroud,
J. A. Hemphill; January 1: Mrs.
John D. Burrow, Wanda Lee
Smith, Wanda Janell Carwi/e,
Billy R. Bransforci, Gertrude
Murphey; January 2: Paul West-
pheling, Morris Gardner, Jasper
Vowell-.
LOCAL MERCHANTS HAVE IT!
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As you spend this season with your
loved ones, may great joy fill your
home, and peace fill your heart.
MOLY
P,
 WIGGLY
South Fulton Tenn.
May the Yuletide
shine on you with all
the joys that are a part
of Christmas.
May the days that
follow continue to be
filled with happiness.
We receive no great-
er enjoyment than
-wishing you and yours
the very best.
We have always
valued your friendship
and look forward to
serving you in the days
to come.
/caag IIL mit Xttriiie fliaurer
14819 Tacoma Detroit 5, Michigan
I
LESS WHEAT STORED
Washington,—Farmers are stor-
ing about 30 percent less wheat
under Government price support
than they did a year ago because
of strong prices induced by big
export demands, the Agriculture
Department reported_
Shop Local St FIRE r
ALGERIANS HEAD FOR RUSS
Algiers—A 30-rnembir Algerian
delegation left for Moscow to try
to concrete decisions on a prom-
ised Soviet $100,000,000 loan.
There have been disputes on how
the money could be spent.
TAW 
Holidays! Thank
you for your 
loyalty
mil good will 
throughout the year.
Shop Local Stone FIRST
Charles Cannon Agency
Broadway Si; South Fulton
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CMST 
Uhe scene of
the blessed Nativity shines
down through the years, with
its inspiring message
of happiness and Divine love.
First Federal Savings
& Loan Assin.
::•:•:•:SSS,SSSOSSSSS:s.SSSs
r.
[16A
oss
Ben Franklin Store
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Adams
SERVICE NOTES
CHARLES 0. ROBERSON
LITTLE ROCK AFB, Ark.—
Charlie G. Roberson of Paris,
Tenn., has been promoted to tech-
nical sergeant in the United States
Air Force.
Sergeant Rob( rtson, a missile
facilities technician in the 374th
Strategic Missile Squadron blea-e,
is the son of Mrs. R. C. Roberson
of Rt. 6, Paris.
The sergeant's wife, Alice, is
the daughter of Baster Brawner
of 713 Moscow Ave., Hickman,
Ky.
U. S. LORCF,S, OKINAWA—
Army Pvt. Donald E. Bransford,
17, son of Mrs. Flossie M. Misher,
Route 5, Fulton, Ky., was assigned
to the 173d Airborne Brigade on
Okinawa, late in Novembfer.
Bransford, a rifleman in Com-
pany A, 1st Battalion of the bri-
gade's 503d Infantry, entered the
Army in June 1963 and complet-
ed basic training at Fort Knox,
Ky.
The son of Robert F.. Bransford,
205 Graham St., he is a 1963 grad-
uate of Dunbar High School in
Mayfield.
CAMP L,EJEUNE, N. C.—Ma-
rine Corporal Willis E. Hopkins,
son of Mrs. Louise E. Hopkins of
Route 1, Fulton, Ky., recently re-
ported for duty with the Second
Marine Division of the Fleet Ma-
rine Force, Camp LeJeune, N. C.
The Second Division is the
largest Marine unit serving on the
East Coast. It has maintained its
headquarters at Camp LeJeune
since shortly after World War H.
TYNDALL AFB, Fla.—Second
Lieutenant Bobby R. Wright of
Ledbetter, Ky., has completed the
technical training course for
United States Air Force weapons
controllers here.
Lieutenant Wright was given
training in the duties of a weapons
controller, with emphasis on
radarscope and manual air de-
fense system operation.
The lieutenant, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Wright of Hick-
man, Ky., recieived his B. S. de-
gree from Murray State College.
He is a member of Alpha Psi
Omega.
Lieutenant Wright received his
commission in 1963 upon comple-
tion of Officer Training School
at Lackland AFB, Tex. His wife,
Dorotha, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde H. English of Led-
better.
GREAT LAKES Ill.—John E.
Bennett, son of Mrs. W. B. Ben-
nett of 105 Valley St., Fulton, Ky.,
OS
•
completed basic training Nov. 15,
at the Naval Training Center,
Great Lakes, Ill.
The nine-week training includes
naval orientation, history and or-
ganization, seamanship ordnance
and gunnery, military drill, physi-
cal fitness, first aid and survivai
hhooval training produces
power in seapower by
qualified personnel to man
ships, aircraft and share ota
of today's Navy.
Shop Local Stores FIRST
THES RIGHT
10 BITE! 
MELLOW-MASH YELLOWSTONE
$4.85 tiT5 $1.55 A'f •f-
YELLOWSTONE
The Greatest American Whiskey
KENTUCKY STINE BOURBON. ALSO MO ROOF BOTTLED-
01-60110. YELLOWSTONE DIST.. LOONAYILLE-OWENSBOtO, P.
May Santa's pack be filled with happinessl
Fulton Hdwe. & Furniture Co.
—Lake Street—
from all
of us toall of you!
CIVITAN CLUB
of the twin cities
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Bennett Drug Store
From All
The Gang At
ear Avant. Bererate•
Moot memplelos Modi In
West Xestaeky
LETS HAVE A PART
Fulton. Eg.
442-44 Lake Street
I LAKE STREET
Mei
Club
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rooms
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total 5,
$5000.
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Hickman School .Pairons Go Over
Quota For Sports Stadium Drive
Members of the Hickman Civic
Club did it! Their $4000 goal for
the football-baseball stadium was
met following a recent banquet.
Donations are still pouring in, ac-
cording to Elbert Burcham, Jr.
who said donations over the $4000
figure will be used to have rest
roams installed at the local FCHS
ball field.
He reported that a total of 230
tickets were sold by the Civic
Club members with 185 ;seasons
attending the banquet. The grand
total stopped at a little less than
$5000.
Boyettes at Reelfoot Lake cater-
ed the dinner heild in the FCHS
•
5 it,
5..23
Gym and guest speaker was Ty
Holland, athletic director from
Murray. Organ msic was enjoyed
with Ronny Ward doing the hon-
ors. Later dancing was enjoyed in
the cafeteria.
The local Civic Club voted to
match the school board's goal of
$4000 to put lights and bleachers
and other equipment at the foot-
ball-baseball field at FCHS. The
club decided to hold the banquet
to raise money.
Each and every member is
overwhelmed with people purch-
asing the tickets and others donat-
ing to the cause. They are very
appreciative, Burcham said.
11 —; i; •
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Teens Choose Own
Favorite Records
"From the FHB Kennel"
Terry Beadles—"Ode to the
Outhouse".
Tommy Wade — "Louie Louie".
Andrea Melton — "Smoke Gets
In Your Eyes".
Terry Beadle_ — "Cie to the Out-
house".
Barbara Ero-.7n, Careen Harri-
son—"The Boy Next Door".
Ronnie Wall — "I Like Oreos".
Mr. Sensing — "You Don't Have
to be a Baby to Cry".
Tommy Lynn — "Mean Woman
1111110ANUMMINI
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BARTON'S MEN'S WEAR
SOUTH SIDE SO. MAYFIELD
UV* A PAM
Panes. Ky.
-44 Lake 9trest
ET
Blues".
Sylvia Carden, Florence Wig-
gins — "I'm Leaving It All Up to
You".
Terry Beadles — "Ode to the
Outhouse".
Gerald Bradley — "Walking theDoe.
Betty Bennett — "Dominique".
Greg Williamson — "Memphis".
Richard Fry, Nancy Tress —
"Popsicles, Icicles".
Ronnie Homra — "Yellow
Polka-Dot Bikini".
Terry Beadles — "Ode to the
Outhouse".
Mary DeMyer, Jennifer Duncan
—"Turn Around".
Freddie Wells — "Hey Lottie-
Jerry Elliott —"Deep Purple".
Terry Beo-:' - — "Ode to the
Outhouse".
Mr. Martin — "I Love Ba-
nanas".
LOCAL MERCHANTS HAVE IT:!
Sincere good wishes for a
JOYOUS 4 11pn4.season
and many thanks for
allowing us to serve you.
Fulton Bank
"Safety - Service - Satisfaction"
•
The Fulton News, Tuesday, Dec. 24, 1963
Whiteway Service Station
—Broadway Street-
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We hope you are sur-
rounded by all things
good during this Yuletide
'Season. Our sincere
thanks to you and a very
Merry Christmas.
KILLEBREW'S
ANN AND BILLY GORE
theTeace
ai)(1 joj of the
Christ Child.
 bAiOUTS
illiS H013 alliSiMCIS Datt)
MORSEFERRY 
SEED CO.
FTILTON, KY.
.7
The Fulton News, Tuesday, Dec. 24, 1963
EFORE THE EXPLOSION a crew from the City of Fulton was busy
igging a hole in an adjacent driveway with a pneumatic drill (fore-
round). With the explosion and fire all equipment was hastily aban-
oned due to the intense heat from the frame building in background.
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MERRY CHRISTMAS
TO ALL MY GOOD CUSTOMERS I
a
I only sell two things: The Fulton News and
popcorn, but both of them are good and I appreciate g
youropatronage through the year. A
EDMOND KHOURIE
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Mayor and Mrs. Milton Counce
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A. C. Butts & Sons
Grocery - Feed Mill - Seed Hq.
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)
Eternity could cure him. Could
you bring him some of that, and
I will be your good little girl.
Marian
That night Fred Armstrong
walked home at a faster gait. In
the winter darkness he stood in
the door-yard garden and struck
a match. Then, as he opened the
kitchen door, he blew a great puff
from his pipe and the smoke set-
tled like a nimbus around the
heads of his startled wife and
dauhter. And he was smiling at
them just as he used to do.
JUDY NEELY—
Continmed From Page One
erty, Collier.
BOYS
Atwood (63) S. Fulton (54).
Substitutes: Atwood— Gregory
3. South Fulton—Cooley, Stinnett.
—union City Messenger
AVERY HANCOCK—
(Continued From Page One)
School.
2nd—Annabell Bondurant, Ful-
ton County High.
11th Grade
1st—Andy Batts, Fulton High
School.
2nd—Joe Newton, Fulton Coun-
ty High.
12th Grade
lst—Steve Snead, Fulton Coun-
ty High.
2nd--Carolinda Hales, Fulton
High SchooL
Miss Alexander,
Dwight Hart Wed
In Baptist Church
Miss Virginia Ann Alexander,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. K.
Alexander, Route 4, Fulton, was
married to Dwight Hart, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Arville Hart of
Cuba, on Monday, November 25,
1963 in the South Fulton Baptist
Church.
The impressive _double ring
ceremony was performed by Rev.
James Allen Ferguson in the pre-
sence of the couple's immediate
families. Nuptial organ music was
provided by Miss Mothe Alexand-
er, sister of the bride.
Attending the bridal couple
were the bride's sister-in-law,
Mrs. Kenneth Alexander, as ma-
tron of honor and the groom's
brother, Stanley Hart, as best
man.
The bride was a 1962 graduate
from South Fulton High School.
She received the honor of being
the most talented girl in the class
and was active in many extra-
curricular _ activities. The groom
was a member of the 1961 gradu-
ating class of Cuba High School
and is presently employed by N.
B. Wheeler and Sons Feed and
Supply Company in Sedalia, Ky.
After a short honeymoon, the
couple will be at home on Route 1,
Lynnville, Ky.
HANCOCK RETURNS
Curtis Hancock, Senior end on
the football team, was injured in
the Murray game last season and
as a result was in Memphis at
Campbell's Clinic to have a car-
tilage removed. He has returned
to school, although he has made
several visits back to the clinic.
Shop Local Stores FIRST
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IT'S COSTLY GARBAGE
Toronto, — Mrs. Frank Yanko
bought a 23-pound turkey for
Christmas dinner. When she got
it home she could not get it in the
refrigerator so she put it in a
spare garbage can. Her husband
put out the garbage. The garbage
man got the bird.
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex-
change Furniture Co.
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all nia':.es TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL! Door
and mantle mirror; free installa-
tion during the month of Decem-
ber.. We cut mi-r-rs to any size.
Give a gift the v% hole family will
enjoy from Fulton Paint and
Glass Company, 312 Commercial
Avenue, Fulton. Phone 909.
REGISTER TODAY for a free
hair dryer to be given away at the
City Drug Company on Christmas
Eve. Thc_e's no obligation to buy.
2 • st the City Drug Company
LaIr Street and rtgister.
SAMSONITE LUGGAGE, 25%
off. The Leader Store, Lake
Street, Fulton.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103 Fulton, Ky.
Dewey Johnson
All types of Insuranee
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
422 Lake St.
rattan, Ky. Phone 403
For The
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at
EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
SPREADING THE NEWS
CHRISTMAS
IS HERE
and to you, eacn and every one, we
extend our thanks and our sincere
BEST WISHES
Burnette Tractor Co.
A blackened chimney, a pile of twisted metal, burned lumber, rroteii-
aim, charred, blackened corner of the frame building are all that re-
mained of the home at 807 Vine Street only an hour and a half after
Its occupants has just arisen, were preparing breakfast and getting
ready for a busy day.
Mrs. Hopkins Badly
Burned In Home Fire
Mrs. Curtis Hopkins, 77, of
Wingo, received serious body
burns on December zu, when her
housecoat caught fire while she
was standing m front of an open
grate at her home.
Mrs. Hopkins extinguished the
fire, then called neighbors. She
was rushed to Hillview Hospital
for treatment and later was trans-
ferred in a Hornbeck ambulance
to the Baptist Hospital in Mem-
phis. It is reported that she re-
ceived second and third degree
burns over about 40 percent of
her body.
She is the mother of Harold
HopkInit of South Fulton.
ARGENTINA SELLS TO REDS
Buenos Aires,—An Argentine
firm said Tuesday that it has con-
tracted to supply Red China with
2,000,000 tons of grain between
now and the end of 1965.
Iniontianimansmeim 1111311 11010110m1161161animagnowlmilisaik•JusilememmininimsausallimillininikitillOAMMIND
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ONISTAMS
brings pleasant thoughts
of the folks we've met
along the way. It's a
pleasure to think of you
at this season, to thank
you and SOY sincerely
est wishes
for a joyfu ervistmas
•
Dewey Jamen braralre llgency
Lake Street, Fuitrn, Ky.
Ad Christmastime our thoughts again go out
to our friends. May we express the wish that
your Christmas radiate warmth and happiness
in your hearts? May you have the sort of
Chi ibt.as you hope it will be.
filooitit%
MELROSE CHEMICALS
Melrose Oven Cleaner will clean your oven in a jiffy
after the Holiday feasting
Broadway Street South Fulton
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JUST CUT 'N' STICK
Do-It-Yourself Holiday Door
(COURTESY MARVALOM COVERINGS/
Giant holly candles glow with holiday spirit on this front door es
Santa's helper adds the final touch. A few rolls of weatherproof ad-
hesive covering end a pair of scissors are all that's needed to create the
design. The candle holder is made of strips of red adhesive covering,
Windows or door panels, covered with green, become the candles, and
green holly leaf cutouts, provide trimming for the knocker and the
candle holder base.
WfUL I
ALWAYS
IN TUNS
MTN YON
RA 10 10
Volume Thirty-Two Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Tuesday, December 24, 1963
SECOND SECTION
Number 52
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Household Hint: When painting each pane. They'll stick to catch
windows, tightly press damp strips splatters and come off easily
01
  N
of newspapers on the glass around when dry. 47010111/71,7570-NINIIRIIRIFN/10
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May the glory and
the Peace of Christ-
mas be with you
always.
trnaSt
V...and thank you
for your patronage.
Inspection bill
Special Session Raises Judges' Pay,
Fails On Vehicle Inspection Law
Kentucky's General Assembly
has raised the pay for Court of
Appeals and circuit judges and
appellate commissioners and pro-
vided a separate ballot for their
election.
A bill to require annual in-
spection of motor vehicles, pre-
viously approved by the Senate,
failed to get out of the House of
Representatives Rules Committee
as the special session ended.
Gov. Bert Combs had called
upon the legislators to convene in
special session November 18 to
consider adequate judicial pay,
a change in judical election meth-
ods and provisions for increased
highway safety.
A judiciary and an automobile
in thewere passed
Senate and sent to the House. The
Rules Committee there recom-
mended passage of the judiciary
bill but failed to do so for the
auto inspection bill. The House
approved the judiciary bill, 54-34,
and sent it to Combs for signa-
ture.
The bill passed by only three
votes over the absolute majority
of 51 needed because the measure
-Carried an emergency clause mak-
ing it effective as soon as the
Governor signs it. -
The bill, after amendment by
the House Rules Committee, sets
up this annual pay schedule:
Appellate judges, $20,000, now
$12,000; appellate commissioners,
$17,500, now $11,500; Circuit
judges, $14,900, now $10,800.
The Court of Appeals has seven
Let glad tidings ring out this Joyous Christmas!
K. HOMRA'S
—LAKE STREET-
4,07010,0"*.410104.20110INININNIIINIONINNIONNINIUNNIAIIINNMA4
Colley's Cabinet & Upholstery Shop
DORAN T. COLLEY, PROP.
Broadway, South Fulton
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You'll Say they're &Wood
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street Fulton. Ky.
TAKE YOUR PICK!
BOTH
NOW$4.
4/5 QUART
$2.85 $1.45
PINT 1/2 PINT
$45.75 Cass of Fifths
su..,VEM
Iteffle
k,ft OTTLAJ0.4'
e...7.77.4
GLENMORE
SILV
6WE OLDBE'
STRAIGHT
GOLD LABEL
4YEAR OLD
BOND
100 PROOF 90 PROOF
May the joys of Christmas fill
your hearts with wonder and love, both
now and through the coming years.
A Huddleston Company
Main Street_
wimmmmloydnummsnmnmmtiummmximmxmmmmw
404.tn
We want to
take this
opportunity to wish you cheer . . . and
to thank you for letting la serve you.
414164 A.„
v..100
410 ••• YON'
4110N
Twin City Home
0
judges and four commissioners.
There are 66 circuit judges in
Kentucky. The raises would be
effective January 1 f t. the Court
of Appeals and Jane ry 6 for cir-
cuit courts.
The Senate had set circuit
judges' salary at $15,000, but the
House amended this to $12,500
base pay plus $2,400 for service
by circuit judges as appellate
commissioners.
Under the bill, judges will be
nominated by party primary, and
candidat may run in one or both
parties as heretc fore. Nominees
. will enter the November election
under their party emblems. But
the judicial election will be set
apart on voting machines so that
a straight party vote does not
register for judges—a separate
lever will have to be pulled to
register a- vote on the judicial
ballot.
The automonile inspection mea-
sure would have required annual
safety inspection of all motor ve-
hicles in Kentucky at privately
owned garages licensed by the
State Vehicle owners would have
been required to have defects re-
paired at garages of their choice.
The inspection fee would have
been $1.50.
The House adopted a resolution
to ask the Advisory Committee
on Automotive Safety to study
proposals for an inspection bill
and report findings to the Legis-
lature. The committee is part of
the Legislative Research Commis-
sion. HouSe Majority Leader R. P.
Mcloney, Lexington, said the 1964
General Assembly probably will
be called upon to consider auto
inspection proposals.
The Management_ and Employees of the
FULTON SOUTHERN STATES
COOPERATIVE
Wish You
And Thank YOb for Your Patronage During the
Year!
Ken Houston
Robert Hancock
Porter Ellis
Margaret McGuire
Billy Barham
Ray Morris
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EACH PASSING YEAR brings us
a higher evaluation of the bonds
forged by pleasant associations,
old and new.
Al this season, more than any other time
we are privileged to
express our appreciation of
these friendships
408 LAKE STREET FULTON
Closed all Day Christmas Day
Open as usual December 26th
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(NAVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO
2000 FEET FREE PARKING
RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO
STOP AND SHOP
AT
FIVE 0 ONE
PuLLED AND SOTTLED IV GLENMONI MISTILLIVE8 COMPANY LOUIVILLI-011 t1188010. CLUNKS
Improvement Company MAYFIELD HIWAY FULTON, KY.
The Fulton News, Tuesday, Dec. 24, 1963
Shown here are five
basketball team. The
tempts. Absent from
of the first six members of the Fulton High
Bulldogs were undefeated in their first three at-
this picture is John Shepherd.
"From the FHS Kennel"
The Fulton Bulldogs closed
,heir grid season with a 18 to 0
win over Trigg County this was
he last game for eleven seniors,
eight of whom were on the start-
rig line up.
After three weeks of practice
.he Fulton five started the 1963-
4 basketball season with a very
iecisive victory over Paducah
Tilghman 75 to 54.
On December 6 Fulton City's
ival, Fulton County, visited the
3ulldogs. The Bulldogs were
znocked off balance for the first
hree quarters and were able to
:not the score at 35 all only at
he end of the third quarter. Both
earns matched play in the fourth
luarter and at the end of regula-
ion time the score was tied at
1.5. to 45. The Bulldogs came
hroug'i in a three-minute over-
line to edge out a victory af 53-49.
The next night the Bulldogs
went on the road for the first
time and defeated Wingo, 55-36.
The Bulldogs were glad to win
this game becaus.-..? Coach Yates
coached at Win- -) last year.
The Bulldogs will participate
in the Calloway County Invita-
tional Tournament during the
Christmas holidays.
Calendar Of Events
"From the FHS Kennel"
January 2 — Return to school
from holiday vacation.
January 3 —Fult a vs. Wingo--
Here.
January 10 — Futon vs. Hick-
man County — There.
January 11 — Fulton vs. Obion
County — There.
January 14 - 17 — Week of mid-
term exams.
r-5
• Sometimes
you can't see
When our coal trains reach out of sight,
so you can see neither end from the mid-
dle, we're saving money for our shippers
and for you.
Here's how.
Coal moves most economically at multi-
ple car rates. This saves shippers money.
Much of this low cost coal then burns to
make lower cost electricity. This saves
you money.
Figuring out more economical ways of
handling loads for our customers is a big
part of our work. Another is to keep trains,
tracks and yards modern with new equip-
ment. We've spent $34 million on im-
provements this year.
We believe our efforts make living bet-
ter for everyone along the Main Line of
Mid-America.
WAYNE A. JOHNSTON
President
ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAMIRO
MAIN UNE OF MID-AMERICA
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. and thee sang praises
"And suddenly there was with the dri4el a multitude W the heavenly host praising
God, and saying, Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward
men." LUKE 2, 13-14
I personally have a poor singing voice. . . this may be
one of the reasons why I have so much appreciation
for those who have good voices and use their talent
for the Lord. At every Christmas, church choirs put
forth extra work and effort so that they may present
to the world the wonderful story of the birth of our
Saviour. I plan to attend these services, knowing that
my heart and soul will be nourished and lifted high
. . . won't you come too?
V The Church is God's appointed agency in this world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for man and of His demand for man to respond to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support the Church for the sake of the welfare
of himself and his family. Beyond that, however, every person should uphold and par-
ticipate in the Church because it tells the truth about man's life, death and destiny; the
truth which alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
©Coleman Adv. Ser., P. 0. Box 20067, Dallas 20, Texas
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This Series of Church Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperation of the Local Ministerial Association and Is
Sponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions
WATER VALLEY IMPLEMENT CO.
Your Allis Chalmers & New Holland Dealer
Water Valley, Kentucky
Complements of:
YOUR BEN FRANKLIN &
WESTERN AUTO ASSOC. STORE
Home owned and operated
FULTON BANK
"Complete Banking Service"
Phone 2 Fulton, Ky.
TRAVELERS INN RESTAURANT
Dine with us after church in pleasant surroundings
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Turner Highway 4511
JET LANES
no - 4th St. Fulton, Ky.
Compliments of:
HENRY I. SIEGEL, INC. '
AIRLENE GAS CO. of FULTON, INC.
Butane & Propane Gas Dealer, Fulton, Ky.
BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
Everything the farmer needs
207 E. Fourth Fulton, Ky.
HICKMAN-FULTON COUNTIES
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP
Live Better Electrically
Hickman, Kentucky
A. C. WITS & SONS
Grocery - Feed & Seed Mill
FALL & FALL INSURANCE
"Ask your Neighbor about our Sersioe"
Fulton, Kentucky
DARI CREAM SANDWICH SHOP
Home of good foods & Service
Billy Gilbert Fulton, Ky.
PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
Fulton, Kentucky
ARCHEES LIVESTOCK BARN
Everyday buying, selling, trading Livestock—
Stocker cattle at all times
Union City Wway Phone 253
MAC & FAY FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for all occasions FTD Wire Service
Mr. and Mrs. J. E McNatt Phone 49
CITY DRUG COMPANY
"Your prescription Drug Store"
Fulton, Hy. Phones 70 & 428
PURE MILK CO.
At the store or at your door
Phone 813 Fulton, Ky.
CITY NATIONAL BANS
Serving this area sines 1897
Member FDIC • Federal History. System
PARK TERRACE MOTEL,
RESTAURANT & GIFT SHOP
Recommend us to your friends
Dine with us after church
FULTON COCA COLA BOTTLING CO.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton Phone 447
KILLEBREW'S FLOWERS & GIFTS
We specialise in all types of floral designing. flee
us for suggestions on weddings, funeral work and
Hasp. arrangements.
Gibson greeting cards Phones 53448
COLONEL C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker - Phone 61
809 Walnut St. Fulton, Ky.
JOY LYNN FLOWERS & GIFT SHOP
Flowers for All Occasions, Free Delivery in this
area - 308 Walnut.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Jobe, Owners
OK - PARISIAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANERS
"Your Complete Cleaning Institution"
Phone 130 Fulton, Hy.
PARKWAY MANOR NURSING HOME
SW Ky's. Newest, most modern
nursing home - For reservations can
490 or Write 109 N. Parkway ninon
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Integration In
Movies Working
Report Shows
Integration is working out well
in 29 movie houses in Kentucky,
according to their managers, in-
terviewed recently by the Social
Research Service of the Univer-
sity of Kentucky.
A report compiled from the in-
terviews is the fourth study of
public accommodations issued by
the Kentucky Commission on Hu-
man Rights.
The 29 theatre managers inter-
viewed said their establishments
have been giving service to all
patrons for periods ranging from
a few weeks to 12 years. Theaters
which admitted white and non-
whites, but on a segregated basis,
were not included.
The report states, in part:
"Almost all the managers were
satisfied with the way the policy
had worked out in general. Most
seemed highly pleased. None ex-
pressed any considerable dissatis-
faction.
"It was reported by more than
five-sixths of the managers that
the policy had worked out either
better than they expected or, as
they expected i quite well."
In releasing the study, Galen
Martin, executive director of the
Kentucky Commission an Human
Rights, commented that the four
reports, based on actual experi-
ence of public accommodations
which have integrated, show that
wherever equal service policies
are given a reasonable trial, busi-
ness does not suffer.
State Employees
Sick Leave Is
Upped By Combs
Changes in State Personnel
Rules raising the maximum ac-
cumulation of sick leave for state
employees from 60 days to 120
days have been approved by Gov.
Bert Combs. The changes had al-
ready been approved by the State
Personnel Board and Finance
Commissioner David H. Pritchett,
as required by law.
The new rules, effective Janu-
ary 1, were described by Person-
nel Commissionier Walter R. Gat-
tis as "a long-term benefit for
career employees who have more
than five years of full-time ser-
vice." At a rate of one sick day
Per month, employees can earn
the new 120-day limit in 10 years
Another change in the sick leave
rule will reward employees for
longevity on the job. Gattis ex-
plained that long-term employees
who now have at least 10 years
total service with the State will
be credited with 10 additional
sick days.
The Personnel Rules were also
altered to eliminate duel compen-
sation for employees receiving
Worlanens Compensation bene-
fits. Effective January 1 sick
leave may be used to make up the
difference between these benefits
and the employee's regular salary.
Annual Kennel Tea
"From the FRS Kennel"
The annual Kennel Tea was
held in Mrs. Burrow's room on the
last day of school before th
Christmas holidays. Refreshments
served after school on December
18.
The faculty, the entire Kennel
staff, and the entire Annual staff
were invited.
LOCAL MERCHANTS HAVE IT!
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CB140 Tire Co.
303 Reed St.
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THE MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEES OF THE
HENRY I. SIEGEL
COMPANY
A Christmas Prayer
Let us pray that strength and courage abundant be given to all
who work for a world of reason and understanding; that the good
that lies in every man's heart may day by day be magnified; that men
will come to see more clearly not that which divides them, but that
which unites them; that each hour may bring us closer to a final vic-
tory, not of nation over nation, but of man over his own evils and -
weaknesses; that the true spirit of this Christmas Season—its joy, its
beauty, its hope and, above all, its abiding faith—may live among us;
that the blessings of peace be ours—the peace to build and grow, to
live in harmony and sympathy with others, and to plan for the future
with confidence.
Hickman Courier Editorial well worth Your Close
Scrutiny; It Applies To Ay American Community
Ro Gardner, whose editorial
page in his Hickman Courier always
contains thought-provoking reading,
has written a year end editorial that
is nothing short of inspiring. Like
most small town editors who often
get exasperated with small town
inertia and apathy towards moving
ahead, Ro has frequently done some
hard-hitting, vitriolic writing, letting
the chips fall where they may.
More often than not, they have
fallen on his head, knocking a severe
blow to his enthusiasm and his inten-
- tions. That's the way it goes with all
of us.
# Starting out last week's editorial
Ro took inventory of the accomplish-
ments of his community, They were
impressive indeed. With a pat on the
back here and there, the editorial
goes on to point up some observations
about Hickman, that apply to almost
every community Large and small in
America. Read the following excerpt
from the Courier's editorial and see if
you don't agree that it is well worth
contemplating.
From the Hickman Courier:
"This is the irony of a communi-
ty that has the friendliest people any-
where to be found in the world.
When, as a community, we set our
minds to something—there is noth-
ing, or nobody, that can stop us. Yet
among ourselves, on various com-
munity issues we have had some
knock-down drag-out differences. We
suffer often from the cancer of the
mind which causes us to give little
stings and mind them.
"W I T H THE COMBINED
ENERGY THAT WE WASTE IN
HATING ONE ANOTHER, GET-
TING EVEN, BEING ENVIOUS, WE
COULD CHANGE THE COURSE
OF HICKMAN'S DESTINY — OR
THE WORLD'S.
"Our problem in Hickman—as
with many communities and states
and nations in this world—is learn-
ing to live together in peace and har-
mony for mutual benefit. If we could
wish for anything for the new year in
Hickman—it would be that we would
begin to make some real progress to-
ward reconciliation—toward the so-
lution of mankind's oldest, unsolved
problem—human relations.
"We are all different, we have
varying ideas and contrasting moti-
vations. But thank God we still live
in a country where people can have
different ideas—where people can
disagree without being violently dis-
agreeable. And despite what Senator
Thruston Morton and other Repub-
licans have to say to the contrary—
we think that the death of our late
president, John Fitzgerald Kennedy,
hasn't altered the fact one whit.
"AMERICANS HAVE DIS-
AGREED—HONESTLY AND DIS-
HONESTLY—SINCE THE FOUND-
ING OF THIS COUNTRY—AND NO
ONE'S DEATH—HOWEVER MUCH
WE MIGHT HAVE ADMIRED HIM
—WILL CHANGE THE FACT
THAT WE ARE STILL A STRONG
DEMOCRATIC (IN PRINCIPLE,
NOT PARTY) NATION.
"An illustration that comes to
mind is a. nearly violent hatred that
we once nursed against a truck driv-
er. It was eating on -our insides like
an apparently incurable cancer. Then
a visiting minister preached a sermon
on the principle that you don't have
to LIKE a person to love him.
"Let's call the driver Mike—
which is not his real name. From the
love of Mike, we learned something
about getting along " with people—
you get to know them better—and if
you're not careful—you may end up
liking someone you once hated with
a passion.
"It is no easy matter—this re-
conciliation. Someone has to make
the first move. And too often, we con-
sider this simple little problem of get-
ting along to be our most enormous
problem. Someone has to make the
first move.
"Perhaps if we all feel this way
—our move will be simultaneous—
with outstretched hand. It would be
a nice start for the New Year."
PERFECTION
Perfection consists not in doing
extraordinary things, but in doing
ordinary things extraordinarily well.
—Antoine Arnauld
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
Published Every Thursday of The Year
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second - class pottage paid at Fulton, Ken-
tucky and at additional mailing offices.
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Abe 1sees5 Wage hi ISM sad Ilaserablo Ifingss
ISM
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton.
the first of which was founded in 1880.
Address ell mill (subserbRIona Aware of a•firseR
P... RIM So Peet Miss Sea 1111 rables. lostasiar
Subecription Rates: $3.00 per year in Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weekley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere through-
out the United States $4.00 Per Year.
Perfection underlies reality.
Without perfection, nothing is wholly
—Mary Baker Eddy
Perfection is attained by slow de-
grees; it requires the hand of time.
—Voltaire
In this broad earth of ours,
Amid the measureless grossness and
the slag,
Enclosed and safe within its central
heart,
Nestles the seed of perfection.
—Walt Whitman
Immortal courage fills the human
breast and lights the living way of
life.
4STRICTLY BUSINESS
me put it this way, Argyle — Do you disk
skiing weekends are fair to the corporation?"
MAJOR POINTS
AND MINOR, TOO
By Gordon M. Ouarnstrom
"Where are you going?" asked
the wife of her husband, who
was heading for the bank to try to
renew a mortgage loan.
"Oh," he replied, "I have a ren-
dezvous with debt."
Got any good ones to suggest?
Your contributions will be wel-
comed by Major Points, 7447
Skokie Blvd., Skokie, Ill.
SHORT POME
The guy that I can leav'e alone
Has two drinks and then falls
prone.
—Liz from the er- Top
.. Things I Like: The view of
Mt. St. Helens from Spirt Lake,
Wash . . . sublime beauty . . . the
surf at Daytona Beach. .. wonder-
ful for swimmers and waders alike
... antique shopping in the Vieux
Carre, New Orleans. . . although
I know nothing about antiques .
lunchtime in the glass enclosed
dining room about the Salt Lake
Hotel, overlooking Temple Square
. . . fine food in splendid surround-
ings . . the vista dome cars on
the Burlington from Denver to
Chicago.
Things I Dislike: Dirty windows
on railroad passenger cars . . .
only one vista dome among 14
traveler-fined cars on a certain
well
-advertised train to the scenic
West . . . fellow diners who blow
cigar smoke in your face as you
try to eat. . . traveling bridge
players who can't look up from
their cards evien though the train
is passing through some of the
world's finest scenery . . .
CABIN IN THE CRATERS
SPOKANE, WASH. - When told
that there was nothing on this
planet to compare with the moon,
a farmer in our area snorted:
"What about the Craters of the
Moon in Idaho? It's as rugged as
anything on the moan. And one
thing you can do here that you
can't do on the moon - rent a
cabin."
M. Dee _
A closing hint: See that your
house is insured to value . . .
many a homeowner has found af-
ter a fire that his insurance has
been based on what the house was
worth 10 years before. Values
have increased . . . more protec-
tion often is needed.
SHORT POME
Christmas comes but once a
year,
Let's all fill our lives with
Cheer.
Forget otly troubles, help the
needy/
And at tattle Yuletide feast not
be greedy.
—James of Pittsburgh
Make your holidays a happy
time ... do your best to drive
carefully . . . dont involve
yourself, your lovied ones or
your neighbor in an auto acci-
dent . . .
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Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years
* Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
* Open Sunday Afternoons •
Fulton
Call 124
J. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
Greenfield, Tenn. AD 5-2293
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...and many thanks to all you wonderful people whose
friendship has been so heartwarming during the year.
GAMIER'S STUDIO
Page 12 The Fulton News, Tuesday, Dec. 24, 1963
First, a sincern "Thank You"
for your courtesy, good will and
loyal cooperation
Then, a cordial wish for tho
best for you and yours in the
Holiday Season.
Varden - Gotdder Motor Company
"YOUR FORD DEALER"
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WISHING YOU ALL ma JOYS or
AN OLD PASHIODIED &NI
Graham and Exchange
Furniture Companies
GREETI NGS
Warren Jewelry Store
SUM
Tuesday, December 24, 1963
—Edward V. Rickenbacker Lake Street • Fulton
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Page 13 The Fulton News, Tuesday, Dec. 24, 1963
Wishing special happiness
For You at Christmas
tings
Andrews Jewelry Store
NEWRY
e14R ISTNIAS;
We gladly take this opportunity
to say Merry Christmas
and to express our thanks for
your fine patronage
Wood & Pruitt TV
300 WALNUT ST.
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LIQUORS
Corner 4 & Ky. Ayes; Across from Puckett Service Station
DUEL ROGERS, General Mgr. Phase 114* May we serve yon?
A complete line of Liquor, Wine, Beer
"IT'S CHEAPER — BUY THE CASE"
rALICER
I SELECT.
a true bourbon
Hiram Walker's
TEN HIGH
One of the fastest-growing
bourbons in the land
•
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • 86 PROOF
Kentucky Lake
Guide For '64
Now On Press
The new West Kentucky Guide
booklet — formerly known as
Kentucky Lake Guide—now in its
17th year of publication, is being
prepared for 1964. The newest
edition will be off the presses
shortly after the first of the year.
Serving both host and visitor,
the West Kentucky Guide is a
combination souvenir booklet and
advertising medium. In offering
the visitor a valuable souvenir,
the booklet tells the story in words
and pictures of Kentucky Dam
and Lake, Barkley Dam and
Lake, national and state parks
and all the various recreational
attractions—plus some of the his-
tory of the area.
Anyone having historical facts
relating to West Kentucky that
are not now known to the editor
is invited to pass on such infor-
mation for inclusion in the 1964
edition.
Kentucky Lake Guide was or-
iginally published in 1948 soon
after Kentucky Lake had become
a reality and when there existed
only a handful of boat docks and
other small businesses catering to
the tourists. It has been publsihed
annually since 1948.
Editor and publisher of West
Kentucky Guide is Paul Abell,
will offices in the Katterjohn
Building, Paducah. Mr. Abell has
experience in editing, publishing
and advertising with newspapers
and magazines in Kentucky over
a span of 25 years.
 No New Taxes
Pledged Again1By Breathitt
I Gov. Edward T. Breathitt saidtoday he stands on his campaigncommitment of no new taxes.The question arose after top
lstate officials had told new law-makers that the financial outlook1 was somewhat bleak and the bud-
;get would have to be watched
1
'Nsharply.
When Highway Commissioner
Henry Ward drew a severe out-
line of highway department pros-
beets, some observers felt that a
possible increase in auto license,
truck or related fees might be re-
quested during the next legisla-
ture.
Breathitt did not answer this
directly in his statement because
he did not give a specific defini-
I
tion of what he meant by taxes.
Breathitt's statement said noth-
ing about the possibility of re-
vising existing taxes.
Commercial Fishing Ban
Still Prevails Al Reelfoot
Sportsmen's groups won at
least a temporary continuation of
the ban on comniercial fishing at
Reelfoot lake at a Sunday meeting
of the Tennessee Game
& Fish conuiussion in Nashville.
A local sportsman said he felt
the sale of game fish has never
benefited PFelfoot lake in any
way. He said he felt the sale of
game fish has been a detriment
to tourist trade as well as to the
25,00 to 30,000 sportsmen who
live in Obion, Dyer and Lake
count --
In Sunday's meeting the com-
mission heard a report on a 10-
day study of the lake by state
fisheries biologists recommending
commercial fishing to correct the
steadily dwindling size of crappie
minimmagiginginommiaminpliumusw pulled from Reelfoot. The board
I
then heard protests from the Ten-
nessee Conservation league and
the Dickson Rod and Gun club.
The commission deferred action
on the proposed that the ban on
commercial netting and sale of
crappie be lifted at Reelfoot.
The Dickson group renewed its
request for a shutdown of corn-
mericial fishing on Kentucky lake
during the February through
April spawning season.
The group said it feared if the
sale of Reelfoot crappie was ap-
proved, crappie from Kentucky
lake would wind up ;n the same
market through expansion of
gamefish bootler
Social Security
Record Keeping
Important Duty
Have you checked your social
security account in the past three
years? If not, you should, accord-
ing to Charles M. Whitaker, social
security district manager. He stat-
ed that it is difficult and some-
times impossible to correct an
error that is discovered more than
three years at an earnings re-
port is due.
The social security record keep-
ing system is simple, Whitake
added. A personal account is start-
ed for you when you get a social
security card. Your account i
credited with the earnings report-
ed by your employers and the
self-employment earnings report-
ed by you on your federal income
tax returns. Future entitlement
to social security benefits and the
amount of payments will be de-
termined from the earnings shown
on your record.
A special post card may be ob-
tained from the Paducah Social
Security Office to use in checking
your account, Whitaker,explained.
When this card is completed and
mailed to the accounting office in
Baltimore, Maryland, a statement
will be mailed to you showing the
May your heart reflect
the joy of the true Cluistinas spirit.
CLARICE SHOP
earnings recorded in your account.
If the statement does not agree
with your records, you should
contact the social security office
for assistance. The Paducah office
is located at 112 South Tenth
Street.
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT
555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.
aiLLum
TRANSFER &
HT011AGE,
Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
F
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TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF ufr
You've bout hoping for a for-
I mule liks this—with  extra po-tency to support a positive senseof treil-be aad mental alert-ness. It pdise kiwortant **-
tropes. as well aa the more swab-
plate aftaralaHninesal prosectios
desirable for the gaiters adult.
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Best Wishes
for a Merry Christmas.
Fulton Paint & Glass Co.
Commercial Ave. Phone 909 1
C. (DOC) ADAMS
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For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fultot
•
•
Choose the best bourbon you can bug
in two new Holiday Packages
s. BROWN
BOTTLED IN BOND
For Serving: For Giving:
For your personal pleaszur, the traditional J. T. S. BP010111bottle in an atsraaive gift carton. For gift giving bay thehandsome new decanter in a guy holiday box. ln boa.
Kentucky's fuze& straight bourbon whiskey, finnan for
years. No differencein price..
PO PROM, BOTTLID IN DOMDI
20 1,40
PLITH PIM
11111114 sad ad MOM In Iradedo IN I T. S. boom% In Co, tommusbug fkiend.
Visit IC Es Liquor Store
Located on the Mayfield Highway next to the Ford Garage in FULTON, KENTUCKY PHONE 482
' MC St VIEVKilltiFICINEWNEVILOINAMMIK SiMiltilifiliC MAC SIC MAC Olf lit ilififfilltinf AC MK SIC OIC SC 11
CONVENIENT LOCATION PLENTY OF0
IF-R-E-E PARKING OUTSIDE sEninal
IYOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.
11101•1010-1010107010111,701•1010,7•10111111 111116101111WOMM01010,111-10710101WISMONJ
GINS, RUMS, LIQUORS, ICE WINES
and COLD BEER TO GO
K. P. DALTON, SR. K. P. DALTON, JR.
FUR POST OLDEST TOWN
Bellevue, Neb. — Bellevue, es-
tablished about 1823 as a fur-
trading post, is the oldest exist-
ing Nebraska town.
TO STOP THE DRIP
Quick trick to prevent drippy
fruit pies is to brush the under-
crust of the pie with the white of
an egg before adding the filling
LOCAL MERCHANTS HAVy IT! LOCAL MERCHANTS HAVE IT!
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May the lights of Christmas glow in your
home with their message of good cheer
and may you know of the high hopes we
have for you at this happy holiday season.
PAUL HAMLIN
IMPLEMENT COMPANY
314 Walnut
,
?ALA
L46
/Az gect4erCAS
-fetafp 4u2.6,6
Phone 16
•
ZP
W&L DOLLAR STORE
WENDAL & LOUISE BUTTS
FHS FORUM...
Forum contributors this issue are SW Allen, freshman; Miss Alien
science teacher; Lynn Dallas, sophomore; and Ken Morgan, junior.
Do These Disadvantages Outweigh
Any Advantages Of Going Steady?
"From the FHS Kennel"
QUESTION' ARE THERE REAL-
LY ANY ADVANTAGES TO GO-
ING STEADY?
Ken Morgan: I'll agree that, to
a certain extent, going steady at
the high school age does have a
limited number of advantages,
but if you look at the overall
situation with an open mind, you
will have to agree that its disad-
vantages far outnumber its ad-
vantages. Going steady is fine
and dandy as long as it lasts, but
it hardly ever lasts very long and
usually causes increased hard-
ships when the two break up.
Even if the couple should last
through high school, college pre-
sents a new problem. When the
two are separated because of col-
lege, the boy and-or girl misses
much of the fun of college life be-
cause of no date while the other
person goes through the same
problem back home. Therefore,
my opinion is that the advantages
of going steady at our age aren't
worth it.
Lynn Dallas: I'm not for "going
steady" but Im not against it
either. If you go steady you can
miss part of the fun in meeting
new people and getting acquaint-
ed with them. Also if your steady
is the jealous type, he or she can
make your life miserable by flax-
in up at the slightest thing. On
the other hand, if you go steady
you can get to know what a per-
son is really like. "Going steady"
is a much debated subject, but in
my opinion it depends entirely on
the two individuals involved.
Miss Allen: Of course you can
always be sure of a date for the
Senior Prom or the after-the-game
dance. But what if you hear by
the grapevine that the football
hero you have always wanted to
date really wanted to take you to
the dance?
You may be sure of a date for
all the functions, but how are you
going to know whether this is the
boy or the girl, as the case may
be, that you want for a life's part-
ner? You know, there seems to be
an unwritten rule of "hands off"
A Christmas Prayer
May the spirit of Christmas remain in all men's
hearts so that hope and peace and love shall prevail
over our land and all other lands on earth.
The Staff Of
WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
for those who go steady. Other
prospective dates consider you
mortgaged property and lose in-
terest. Many times a "steady"
courtship will last through high
school, eliminating any chance of
going with others. When high
school is over, the courtship is
over and many enjoyable experi-
ences with others are missed,.
Many times "going steady" leads
to very early marriages. SLatistics
show that one out of three teen-
age marriages fails, whereas one
out of ninety college marriages
does so. Is it worth the risk?
There are other inherent dang-
ers in going steady which should
be considered.
Pet Peeves At FHS
"From the FII8 Hemel"
Gerald Bradley — Girls that
walk in the hall fourth hour.
John Reed and Zid Allen—
Freshmen girls.
Mr. Robertson—Wilbur Kear-
ney.
Sara Jane eoe—reopie saying
libery instead of library.
Frivhinen, Juniors, and Seniors
—Sophobore girls.
Mr. Sensing—Paul Bates.
Lynne Holloway—Boys stealing
my purse and cow.
Charles Austin—Mr. Sensing.
Jane Warren—Stop signs.
John Shepherd — Mr. Martin
making me move my car.
Mrs. Stelele—Freshmen.
Paul Bates--Letha Exum break-
ing my pencil.
Curtis Hancock—Girls, Girls,
Girls.
Teddy Barclay—Jumping on the
wall in basketball practice.
Judy Hoodenpyle — Mononu-
cleosis.
Nancy Latta—Ray's door.
4CAYUSE' FROM INDIANS
Portland, Ore. — A scrubby
'iorse gets the name, "cayuse,"
:rom the Cayuse Indians, an
aquestrian tribe of Oregon.
LOCAL MERCHANTS HAVE IT!
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What do you think? Are thee
"advantages" worth the sacrifices?0
Sid Mien: I think that there are°
not really any advantages to go-
ing steady. For instance, if
you were going steady and your
steady was sick for the dance
Saturday night, then you wouldn't
get to go because you couldn't go
with anyone else. Therefore, I
think there are not really any ad-
vantages to going steady.
First Team Consists
Entirely Of Seniors
"From the FHS Kennel" iThe football season is over, and
the students at Fulton High are
looking forward to basketball, an-
other popular spectator sport at
Fulton.
There are seventeen boys out
for basketball this year, and the
first team consists entirely of sen-
iors. The members of the first
team are Terry Beadles, Teddy
Barclay, Gerald Bradley, John
Shepherd, Duane McAlister, and
Ward Bushart. This team could
go a long Way in the tournament
at the end of the season. -
Members Of Club
Report On France
"From the FHS Kennel"
The French Club met December
4. Clay Piatt, president of the
club, opened the meeting. Judy
Patton, program chairman, was in
charge of the first program. Re-
ports were given by various mem-
bers on the French people.
Judy Patton reported on the
ancestry of the French people and
on Paris, the city of lights.
I
Carolinda Hales reported on
the education of French children.
French children must attend
school if they are between the
ages of six and fourteen. School
is free. The French go to school
on Mondays, Thursdays, Fridays,
and Saturdays. They believe in
a "split" week.
1 Margaret Poe made her report
Ion
the holidays of the French
people. The holidays are much
like our holidays.
After a short business discus
Ision, the meeting was adjourned/Local Schools Plan
TV Use In '65
At the regular meeting of the
Fulton City Board of Education
on December 9 the firm of Ed-
ward T. Hannan of Paducah was
employed as counseling engineers
to make a survey for a TV system
in the Fulton City Schools.
This project will probably be
realized within the next year and
a half, being dependent upon how
soon the central distribution point
is established for additional TV
at Murray State College.
SENIORS RECEIVE CARDS
The seniors have selected their
Invitations. They have already
received their cards and thank-
you notes.
klirs we raise our veo s in
songs of Christmas cheer,
let us remember its
eternal message of hope.
'The Fulton News, 'Tuesday, Dec. 24, 1963
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P. H. Weaks' Sons
FULTON WHOLESALE FLORIST
Union City Highway
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HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
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Carolyn and James Needham Paul and Ruth Hornbeak
Frank and Jean LeMaster
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RUPTURE
The New Sensational Inver'ion
Sutherland', "MD" Tnios
No Odors
City Drug Co.. Fulton
No —Belts No ,treps — I
DR. LYLE R. BEHRENDS
CHIROPRACTOR
311 1-2 Mehl St. Fulton, Hy.
TELEPHONE 2118
HOURS: 8:30-12:00-1:00-5:00
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86 PROOF
KENTUCKY
TAVERN
Taste what extra age can do—
taste
that flavor
through
and through!
KENTUCKY TAVERN
AMERICA'S BEST PREMIUM BOURBON, PROUDLY PRESENTED BY GLENMORE DIST.
COMPANY, LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY... 8-YEAR-OLD KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY, 86 PROOF, ALSO AVAILARE IN 100 PROOF BOTTLED-IN-BOND
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Grisham's Men's Wear
E. C. Grisham Otis E. Crutchfield
The worst traffic death total on
I
record in the Commonwealth was
set in 1953 and in 1955. In each
of those years there were 862
traffic deaths.
Emphasizing that State Police
will again be using radar and un-
*marked cars, Commissioner Lov-
ern said all possible State Troop-
ers will be on duty for the Christ-
mas holidays. He said 12 persons
might lose their lives during the
holiday period. Last year 11 were
killed.
"With Christmas less than a
!week away," Lovern said, "it'swise to prepare for your tripnow.,,
According to the Commissioner,
Safely Commissioner Lovern Warns I WCAL MERCHAr II "E
Of Driving Hazards During Holidays
State Safety Commissioner safe driving procedures are really
Glenn Lovern called on Kentucky no different around Christmas-
motorists today to "co-operate time than at any other. He recom-
with driving laws and regulations mended driving according to con-
to keep Kentucky's traffic death ditions of the road and according
toll from soaring to a record to condition of the automobiles./
high." "A posted speed limit of 40 miles
per hour can be too fast if you're
traveling on ice and snow—es-
pecially on a curve and ' you
do not have chains or sna• tires,"
he said.
Other winter-driving tips of-a
fered by the Commissioler were:k
1. Open the window slightly
when driving on a long trip.
2. Keep your windshield clear
all the time.
3. Check your headlights for
proper angle of beam and use the
low beam when driving while it is
snowing. (This decreases reflec-
tion on the windshield).
4. Carry a bucket of sand in case
you get bogged down in mud or
snow.
01“if fiC SKINT 5. use snow tires
 
 possible.
6. If you do not have snow tires
or chains, use a back and forward
rocking motion to get out of ruts.
7. Check electrical wiring for
wear and tear.
8. If you find yourself in a skid,
turn your front wheels in the di-
rection of the skid. (Practice thisit
until it becomes second nature to
you, but practice when and where
there is no traffic—NOT on the
highways).
9. When you want to stop in a
hurry, tap your brake gently but
firmly with quick, successive taps
or shift into a lower gear.
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 307
S. P. MOORE & CO.
207 Commercial Phone 58
—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—kwnings, tarpaulins
0 buy is fresh. A dry tree invites
JAMES HAZELWOOD I fire. Harry Barry, Fulton County
Sanitarian, advises you to keep
UAL KILLEBREW the tree outside until it's used.
Then make a fresh saw cut across
the base, so the tree can absorbi
or chains, if
A
Holiday Hints
 ,For Safely A
!Made Known
w Your holiday buying may en-g
it clanger your family's health if
0 you fail to keep safety in mind.
Here are a few tips on holiday
safety issued by the Fulton Coun-
ty Health Department.
Be sure the Christmas tree you
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SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive St.
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Smallman
if water.
if Place the tree securely in a0
0 steady holder containing water. N
N Find a cool place away frome
N any heater, TV, or curtains. A
0 Make sure that the tree won'te
'
block ar entrance or exit if it
should topple.
Test your electric tree lights
(never uSe lighted candles) before
using. Don't let the light bulbs
touch any greenery. Intense heat
m could cause a blaze.
Ail Trim the tree with materials
1 that won't burn. Avoid cotton,paper or other flammable ma-terials.
" Don't let metal foil icicles or0
1
 
tinsel touch a light socket or elec-
trical cord.
I
If you have a metal tree, it is
dangerous to use electric lights as
trim. Faulty wiring could elec-
trocute anyone touching the tree
0 Instead use colored revolving
it spotlights, above, below or to one
1 side of the tree.Curious children often find un-
1
expected and dangerous uses for
what parents supposed to be
"harmless" toy. Harry Barry
warns parents to "think a
step ahead" of their children this
Christmas.
Parents with children under
five are specially cautioned
against buying toys covered with
paint containing lead. Be sure thee
toy is labeled.: "Conforms to
American Standard Z661.-1955"
for use on surfaces which might
be chewed.
•O.
• 
LOCAL MERCHANTS it - IT'
113:A potatoes
;IP • Iemit em.
Spoon it! /
into hot foods ;
Heat it!
for cheese saws if
VSpread it! it
for sucks
r RAFT'S amazing
parteurized process cheese
spread for dozens of
fast cheese treats
IT! The Fulton News, Tuesday, Dec. 24, 1963 
Your Fulton County Circuit Court
Judge Elvis J. Stahr
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G,t at T1N 0To all our valued friends...we wish that the blessings of
Christmas will remain with
you and yours, now and always.
We hope this Christmas is filled with all
of the best things in life for you.
As you enjoy Christmas at your house,
may we offer to you our thanks and strongest
wishes for a memorable Christmas.
City National Bank
•••
The Fulton News, Tuesday, Dec. 24, 1963
Rome Ec Department
Collects Food Items
The Home Economics Depart-
ment of Fulton High School spon-
sored the annual Christmas tree
at Fulton High School. A beauti-
fully decorated tree Was placed on
the stage in the auaittorium. The
high school students and faculty
1011000**vossaia•Maimea**000,10110110,710-7•110711710110110111111700*Diamsw...
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There's 0
mighty good -reason
to insist on
Hiram Walker
GIN
FIFTH 53.75 — MT $2.35 — % PINT MN
•Iniported Botanicals ,
make it extra smooth
Tonight, enjoy the crystal-dry
gin with the extra quality of
Imported Botanicals—made
according to an old English
formula—by Hiram Walker,
now in its second century of
distilling leadership.
Distilled Landes Dry OW • Ile Prow/ • 011011111=, intairerieaa Graki
Hiram Walker • Mew Ike,
placed staple food items un
the tree.
The food was turned over to the
Junior Chamber of Commerce to
be used in Christmas baskets
which will be delivered later to
the needy families of the Fulton
Area.
LOCAL MERCHANTS HAVE IT!
LETTERS TO SANTA
Cayce School
Hickman, Ky.
Dear Santa,
I'm a very nice little girl. rm
nine years old and in the fourth
grade. Please bring me a pretty
dress, a purse and some slacks.
My mother wants a big box of
candy. My daddy wants a nice
suit. My sister wants a Tammy
doll, Susan wants a dolly and
?David wants a bazooka. PleaSe
fill our stockings full with lots
;of candy. I wish you a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New
Year.
Your friend,
Janet Adams
Cayce School
Cayce, Kentucky
Route 1
Dear Santa Claus,
I hope that you will please come
to my house on Christmas. I am
very happy for gifts you gave me
last year. I hope you are not
troubled for corning to me. Please
make me happy again this year.
I would like a bike and I hope
you have enough toys for every-
body. Come soon because I can
hardly wait for snow. I wish you
a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
Your friend,
Trent Snead
1107.1117101101.0110110111a07111010707101111111101.0
iRsritedR and Joy
to you and your loved ones
g this glorious season.
IRBY'S FASHION SHOP
Main Street
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n the happy spirit of the Christmas season, we
send sincerest greetings to our loyal friends
and customers, with hearty thanks for their patronage..
Employees Of
Hickman - Fulton Counties
Rural Electric Co-operative Corporation
Cayce School
Crutchfield, Ky.
Dec. 9, 1983
Dear Mr. Santa Claus,
I want to thank you for the
toys you brought me last year.
This year I want a Etarbie cas
and a Barbie bed and some Bar-
bie clothes. I want some candy,
too. Please take the children
overseas toys also.
Your friend,
Ann Durham
Cayce School
Rt. 4, Hickman, Ky.
Dec. 9, 1963
Dear Santa Claus:
I would like for you to bring
me t doll and some clothes. I
would like for you to bring my
brother a football and a gun. And
for my sister would you please
bring her a doll and a set of
dishes. And for mother I would
like for you to bring her a vase
for her favorite roses. And father
a tie. I will be looking for you on
Christmas.
Love always,
Teresa Adams
Cayce School
Fulton, Ky.
Dec. 9, 1963
Dear Santa,
I want a game that is fun and
a sewing machine. I am very
thankful what you gave me last
year. I have made good grades,
too. I believe in you, too. I just
can't wait til Christmas. I like
to play in snow. I have a picture
of you now. I hope you know me.
I have two little sisters that
want a baby doll and a wagon.
They told me to tell you hello.
You are nice. So I want to say
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
Yours truly,
Nancy Gray
Fulton, Ky.
Route 1
Dec. 9, 1963
Dear Santa Claus,
Thank you for the things you
brought me last year. This year
I would like a doll and a record
player. My brother wants a gui-
tar. We both want some nuts,
oranges and some apples.
Your friend,
Judy Cox
j01•••••• 
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May Joy and Good Times
Be with you for this Holiday Seams
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Fulton News Stand
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Sams
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The elegant straight bourbon
that's aged twice as long
as a lot of others. Enjoy
extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.
• Plus
Sales Tax
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val I, $3 39*
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TO EXTEND TO YOU
A MOST CORDIAL GREETING
FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND TO
EXPRESS OUR THANKS FOR YOUR KIND PATRONAGE.
AMLENE GAS CO.
OF FULTON
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